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VOLUME FIFTEEN FULTON. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1946. NUMBER FORTY-FOUR
Cayce School Makes
Plans For Christmas
The Parents and Teachers organ-
ization of our school held its reg-
Liar monthly meeting Thursday
evening at the school building. In
the absence of the president, MrS.
W. H. Harrison, the vice president,
Mrs. Met Arirngton, took charge.
Plans were made for a Christmas
Program. Ways and means for
raising more money for school im-
provements were discussed.
At the faculty meeting Friday
azternoon a Christmas prograrn
wus planned for Friday morning,
December 20th. Rev. Bob Coving-
ton will conduct the devotional
Christmas carols will be sung by
the Home Economics girls under
the direction of Miss Waggoner
and Mrs. Arrington. Mr. Roberts
will made arrangements for the
tree. Mrs. Wall, Miss Schuff and




South Fulton Red Devils, and the
-South Angels are getting off to
LI good start. The boys team de-
seated °Won, Friday night to the
vane of 24-15, while the girls wal-
loped Obion 35-6.
Obion boys took an early lead of
9-3 in the first quarter, 134 at the
end of the second period. But the
Red Devils turned on the power
in the third quarter to score 12
points while holding Obion score.
less during this period. Then in
the final quarter the home team
sunk eight points to Obion's one
iaeld goal.
The Angels led Obion all the
with the score 6-5, 11-5, 24-5
6rid 3841 at the end of each gear-
ttr. Moore esoirt17 pointiranKies-
ningliam 12 for the hoine teat'.
South Fulton meets Hornbeak at





The Fulton high school aband,
tinder the able direction of Yeweil
Harrison, has shown much progress
this year. The band has performed
cn the field at every home game
the season, and followed the
Bulldog team to Mayfield and Un-
ion City.
The band is composed of the
following members:
Drum major, Gene Pigue; ma-
jorettes, Shirley Houston, Jane
Huffman, Marie Willey and Mar-
. garet Willey; junior majorettes,
Ann McDade and Rebecca Hard-
ing; mascot. Margaret Lee Harri-
son; flag bearer, Jimmy Hancock
and Darrell Fuzzell.
Coronets--Bob McKennon, Eddie
Holt, Mac Nall Billy Gregory,
Burns Davis.
Clarinets—Barbasa Rose Colley,
Joyce Fields, Norma Jane Willey,
Helen Fay Cardwell, Janet Ver-
bine, Sue Easley, Alger Wade,
Leroy Brown.
Saxophones — Wendell Norman,
Claudine Wade. Carmen Pigue,
Joe DaVis.





Drums — Billy CamplIell, Jane
Shelby, Mary Jean Linton, Betty





Janet Wooten, infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Vooten, former-
ly of this city, died Frickny morn-
ing at their home in Detroit. Mich.
Funeral services were held Sunday
afternoon at the Mt. Zion Church,
and interment followed in charge
of the Hornbeak funeral home.
She leaves her parents; tine sis-
ter, Judie; a brother, Jinunie; and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Wooten of Detroit and Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Richmond of Wing°.
A stray hair pin never brings a
married man pod luck.
j Jimmy Hancock and Barber Homra
Reigned As King and Queen.
Jimmy Hancock and Barbara
Homra, sophomores, reigned as the
king and queen at the Junior Car-
nival held last Friday night at the
Science Hall.
Contestants in the beauty con-
test paraded along the "boardwalk"
and Miss Carmen Pigue was chos-
en as "Miss Fulton High.''
A good crowd turned out for the
annual carnival, and much fun
and entertainment marked the oc-
sion.
SOUTH FULTON BAND
IN CONCERT BEFORE LIONS
Members of the South Fulton
band, under the, able direction a
Mr. Ed Eller, gave their annual
concert before the Fulton Lions
Club last Friday.
Charles Gregory, president of the
Lions club, announced that the
club would donate $10 tothe South
Fulton school band, to be used on
the uniform fund. He also stated
that the board of directors have de-
cided to sponsor a minstrel show
in February, 1947.
Len Askew, former Fultonian
and Lion, now a resident of Cali-
fornia, was a guest.
Mr. And Mrs. R. H. Wade
Celebrated Their Golden
Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Wade, prom-
inent citizens of this community,
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary Sunday, November 24.
Members of the Wade family
from zavasai -sistso- 'Nahum&
the occasiOn; 182itiding Mr. and
Mrs. Len Askew from California.
For many years the Wades have
been active in local civic and so-
cial affairs. Mr. Vgade served as
mayor of Fulton at one time, and
has been connected with the busi-
ness life of Fulton for many years.
Conder Elected Head Of
Western Farm Group
Kelty Conder was elected Presi-
dent of Western Community Farm
Bureau at a meeting held on Satur-
day night, November 23, at which
a barbecue supper was served. Bert
Yarbro was elected vice president
and Kermit Parks re-elected as
secretary-t reasurer.
There were around 125 present
and the supper waws served by
the Western Homemakers Club.
Those that were present outside
the Western Community members
were as follows:
Chas. E. Wright, president of the
county organization; Roy Bard,
president of Palestine community;
C. K. Davis, president of the Hick-
man community farm bureau; Guy
Barnett, president of Brownsville
community, and Mrs. Barnett; Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. McGehee, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Lowe of Cayce; John
Watts, county. agent; Mrs. Charles
Adams, home demonstration agent;
and Mr. Adams; Rev. and 'Mrs. G.
E. Grosclose.
Rev. Grosclose gave the invoca-
tion and Mr. Lowe was the princi-
pal speaker. Short talks were made
by each of the visitors from the
other communities.
CAYCE P. T. A. SPONSORS
FAT-LEAN BASKETBALL GAME
The Cayee P. T. A. met Thursday
night. November 21. There was a
discussion on ways to raise money
with all proceeds going to the P.
T. A. It was decided that there
would be a Fat and Lean basket-
ball game at Cayce gym, Dee. 3,
at 7:00 p. m. Roy Wade will be the
captain of the Fat Team and Har-
vey Bondurant captain of the Lean
team.
As an added attraction, Cayce
Independent team and Hickma,n
Independents will play ball. Tiff
thrill of seeing isoth of these pima
will be well worth the price.. AR
mission will be 20c and 40c.
We find that what we get is al-
ways what we least expect.
Brother-1n-Law Cuts
Novis Thacker Nov. 21
Knife (teed By Dalton Ridgway of
Near Wingo; Fight Near Dukedom
Thursday afternoon of last week
Novis Thacker, 34, semi-invalid,
was slashed in more than a dozen
places by his brother-in-law, Dal-
ton Ridgeway of near Wingo. The
argument occurred at Thacker's
home near Dukedom.
Thacker was brought to Haws
Memorial hospital here, and the
cuts were sewed up, requiring a-
bout 800 „stitches.
The argtunent and fight' grew
out of a dispute over a ten dollar
bill. A. J. Byars, sheriff of Weak-
ley County, Tenn., investigated
the case. Ridgway is alleged to
have reported the fight to Ralph
Covington, deputy sheriff of Graves
county, Thursday night of last
week He was said to have been
covered with blood from cuts suf-
fered when Thacker pushed him
through a glass door.
Mrs. Seymore Thacker, mother
of Thacker and Ridgway's wife,
Mrs. lama Ridgway, also sustained
knife wounds as a result of the
fight. Dr. Dyer of Fulton was
called to the Thacker home to ad-
minister first aid. Thacker was
then removed to the Haws Memo-
rial hospital where a blood trans-
fusion and plasma were given.
The women were injured as they
attempted to separate the two
men.
Ridgway resides on the W. E.
Shelton farm near Wingo, but
formerly lived in Fulton. Thacker
had been confined to his home for




tucky was Put into effect at 5:00
p. m. Central time Monday night
foliewing a reqiiest from the Ken-
tucky Public Service Commission
that alll users of electricity coop-
erate with the Civilian Production
Administration in its efforts to
conserve the nation's coal supply.
Altho the Commission couched
its order in the form of a request
rather than a formal order, R. M.
Watt, president of Kentucky Utili-
ties Company, stated that K.. U.
would cooperate with the CPA
completely, and would ask all K.
U. customers to curtail their use
of electricity to conform to the re-
strictions laid down by the CPA.
All outdoor lighting, electric
signs, decorative and show window
lighting will be most seriously af-
fected. This will include Christmas
trees and Yule decorations if the
"request remains in effect that
long.
The eleven restrictions set out
by the CPA under its wartime
powers follows:
(1) Refrigeration for air condi-
tioning except to the extent essen-
tial for industrial processes or for
health and safety;
(2) Outdoor and indoor advertis-
ing and promotional lighting;
(3) Outdoor display. and flood
lighting except to the extent nec-
essary for the conduct of outdoor
business or services;
(5) Show window or show case
lighting;
6) Marquee lighting in excess of
60 watts for each rnarquee;
(7) White way street lighting in
excess of the amount determined
by local public authority to be nec-
essary for public safety;
(8) Outdoor or indoor sign light-
ing;
(9) Outdoor entrance lighting,
except the minimum essential for
public health and safety and then
not more than 60 watts per en-
trance;
• (10) Any other form of general
outdoor or indoor illumination in
or about commercial, industrial or
other non-residential establishment
tn excess of 75 per cent of the il-
lumination normally used;
(11) In eiselorfd 75 per cent of
passenger .elts or escalators
normally used.
Most people want the spark of
ambition to burst into flames, but
many of them make thamistake of
biowIng too hard.
I Fine Crowd Turns Out
For Comznunity Services
&lineal Thanksgiving Program At
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Here Wednesday Evening.
The annual Thanksgiving pro-
gram was held at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on Commer-
cial-av, Wednesday evening at 7:30
o'clock with a fine crowd turning
oat in obijervance of the commun-
itr services. The Rev. J. C. Mit-
thews, pastor of the First Church
of the Nazarene, brought an ap-
propriate message "At the Heart of
Thanksgiving."
The following program was car-
ried out, with the Thanksgiving
spirit prevailing:
Prelude, 'America the Beautiful',
Song, "Faith of Our Fathers" by
the congregation; Duet, Messrs.
Sugg and Brigham; Responsive
Reading, Rev. E. M. Oakes, pastor
of the First Christian Church;
Prayer, Rev. Aaron Bennett- Offer-
ing used for the promotion of the
community's religious interests;
Anthem, A Song of Thanks, choir;
Sermon, Rev. J. C. Matthews; Song
"Come Thou Fount," congregation;
Benediction, Rev. J. T. Drace; the
Pantlude in C.
Community Thanksgiving serv-
ices have been previously held on
Thanksgiving Day, but were held
this year on Wednesday evening
so that everyone would have an
opportunity to attend, and still de-




A corrununity-wide religious cen-
s is now underway in Fulton and
uth Fultort, under the direction
ak. churcfies of tha, twin-cities.
Mrs. W. C. Hogg heads-The crew of
solicitors who will make a house
to house canvass.
She will be ably assisted by Mrs
H. L. Peak, Mrs. Sam Campbell,




The following ‘tatement is made
by Albert C. Linton, passenger
traffic manager, Illinois Central
railroad:
The Illinois Central Railroad has
withdrawn seventeen passenger
trains to comply with the order of
the Office of Defense Transporta-
tion calling for a reduction of 25
per cent in steam-operated pas-
senger service because of the im-
pending stoppage of all coal pro-
duction.
These seventeen trains represent
a reduction of 3,730 train-miles,
which is 25.2 per cent of the rail-
road's steam-operated total.
The trains were withdrawn af-
ter final trips November 24, except
as shown below, and will re
suspended until further notice.
following trains will be affected:
Between Chicago and Carbon-
dale, Ill., No. 31 from Chicago to
Champagin and No. 29 from Cham-
paign to Carbondale (both final
trips Nov. 23) and No. 30 from
Carbondale to Chicago.
On lines west of Chicago, Nos.
27 and 28 between Chciago and
Freeport. and Nos. 15 and 16
between Fort Dodge and Sioux
City, Ia.
In Southern Illinois and Ken-
tucky, Nos. 205 and 228 between
St. Louis and Carbondale, and Nos.
103 and 104 between Louisville
and Fulton, Ky.
South of Memphis, Nos. 23 and
28 iltsreen Memphis and Green-
ville,: ., Nos. 203 and 204 be-
tweeilfitareveport, La., and Mert
dlan.. ., and Nos. 32 and 33 be-
twevien New Orleans and Baton
Rouge, La.
FOR SALE-- Reestered Short-
horns, two you's, bulls, five heif-
ers; two wipe with calves', roar
cows. Priced reasonably. E. C. Gris-
ham, Mil Browder-st, Fulton, Ky.
PhOne 957-W. 2tp
Many a ace
been knifed by ;It
Fulton Lodge No. 1142
Will Hold Memorial
Services Sunday
Paul Meek, Martin, As Speaker.
Plans have been completed for
the annual Memorial Services for
departed members at the Fulton
B. P. O. Elks Lodge No. 1142 next
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 1, begin-
ning at 2:30, Dr. J. L. Jones, pro-
gram chairman states. Paul Meek,
head of University Tenn. Junlor
College, Martin, will deliver an ap-
propriate address on that occasion.
Order of services: Processional,
"Aadante Religioso"; Opening cer-
emonies; The Lord Is My Shepherd
by a quartet composed of Messrs.
Sugg, Brigham, Davis and Andrews.
Lodge ceremonies by officers and
members; The Lord's Prayer (Ma-
lotte), Miss Lois Hindman; Ora-
tion, Paul Meek; Steal Away, song
by the quartet; Closing Ode, by
Lodge, Chorus and Congregation;
Closing ceremonies, the lodge; Re-
cessional; Accompanist, Mrs. M. W.
Haws.
Officers: V. K. Henry, exalted
ruler; Chas. Arnn, esteemed lead-
ing knight; C. E.' Weldon, eateemed
loyal knight; H. T.- Strange, es-
teemed lecturing knight; E. E.
Huffman, secretary; H. J. Easley,
treasurer; Russell Boaz, esquire;
H. B. West, tiler; J. S. Allman,
chaplain; M. D. Phillips, inner
guard; Frank T. Beadles, W. S. At-
kins, C. S. Hastings, trustees.
House committee: M. E. Si171011.4,
B. O. Copeland, C. S. Hastings.
Ushers: Paul Durbin, Paul Boyd
and H. O. Wright.
Chairman on arrangements and
program: J. L. Jones.
Services will be in hoisor of the
following departed mennhert of thfl
Fulton Ms _Lodge:
r Matt Morris, Thos.'slal. Smith,
W. W.. Meadows, W. N. Childress,
R. L. Smith, George R. Creedle,
Charles E. Rice, E. E. Reed, Mott
Ayres, Robert M. Chowning, Gus
Fields, David A. Moseley, Nathan
G. Morris, W. P. Nolen, S. E. Free-
man, Roy Combs, A. J. Jorgenion.
Sid S. Scott, W. H. Spradlin, N. B.
Morris, J. B. Alvey, Chas. E. Smith
Morman B. Daniel, Chas. D. Nu-
gent, Odie Collins, W. K. Hall,
Rev. C. L. Price.
Horton F. Brann, John M. Hoar,
G. D. Baucom, L. F. Carpenter, J.'
S. Cavender, R. M. Redfearn, H.
P. Coulter, C. C. Meacham, J. F.
Fingerhut, Ed C. Paschall, H. F.
Taylor, Sr., H. A. Coulter, A. W.
Morris, C. W. Curtin, W. B. Burke,
Rufus C. Joyner, G. V. Marsh, W.
Y. Eaker„ Frank U. Harriss, J. R.
Scates, R. W. Whitehead, E. E.
Willingham. Clyde B. Hill, Seldon
Cohn, D. W. Smith, R. C. Bard, C.
L. Walters, W. I. Shupe, Thos. E.
Askew, George T. Beadles, J. A.
Austin, George A. Crafton, R. L.




The Cayce high school basket-
ball quintet won over the Wingo
Indians Friday night by a score
of 39 to 37 on the Wingo hardwood
in one of the mast exciting games
of the season. The line-up was as
follows:
The line-up was as follows:
Cayce Wingo
Tucker 12   9 Sullivan
Wall 4 F . .1, S. Guthrie
Wade 7 C  14 H. Guthrie
Kyle 10 G. ..... 9 Mullins...
Moser 4  G.  Carlin
Substitutes were: C.ayee — C.
Wade 2; Jackson and Rice. Wingo
—J. Stone 4.
Cayce is also evenly proud of
the second team this year who are
so far undefeatcd, and have /Mown
remarkable teamwork. The line-up
was as follows:
Cayce— Adams, F. 12; Wade F,
6; Jackson, C, 6; Rice, G, 4; Taylor
G, 2.
Wingo—Johnson 9, Coplin 2, Ad-
ams. Stone 7, Carnp.
Subs—Cayce: Allen 2, Workman
Cook, Tucker, Edison, Taylor, Ste-
Marriage * Gilbert, Dodd. Wingo: Franklin.
tongue. ,wert and Je.clbon.
Farmers To Elect AAA
Committeemen Nov. 29
The schedule tor Agricultural
Conservation Program (AAA) com-
mittee elections in Fulton county
was released this week by H. M.
Pewitt, chairman of the County
Committee.
Farmers in each community will
elect a committee of three fann-
ers plus two alternates. At the
same time a farm delegate to the
convention will be chosen who,
with delegates from other com-
munities, wW elect a three-man
county committee.
Polling places, the date and the
hours for the five community elec-
tions in Fulton county are as fol-
lows:
Corrununity No. 1, at the City
Hall in Fulton. November 29 at
7:00 p. m.
Community No. 2, Cayce school,
November 29, at 7:00 p. m.
Conunurity No. 3, Cayce school,
November 29, at 7:00 p. m.
Community No. 4, County AAA
Office, November 29, at 7:00 p. m.
Community No. 5, the Western
school, November 29, at 7:00 p. rn.
Eligible farmers are urged to
show their interest in the local ad-
ministration of national farm pro-
grams by full attendance at the
meetings. Eligible to vote is any
farmer participating in the 1946
Agriculture Conservation Program
—including owners, operators, ten-
siunte. Aid sharecroppers on farms
whet, *seise program are being
carried out—and anyone who has a
contraef.vrith the Federal Crop
Insurahee Corporation.
The duties of total committeemen
include recommending programs,
acticm determining acreage allot-
ments, and otherwise administer-
ing Feileral farm programs; choos-
ing conservation practices for
wilete'Nerel assists", ee is offered
in Fulton ccainty; aflocating arming
farmers the funds available for
meeting agricultu ral conservation
needs; and handling price-support
operations, including cOmmodity
loans and purchases.
TEAM TO OPEN SEASON
HERE DECEMBER 13
•
The Bulldogs, Fulton .High cage
team, play their first basketball
game of the season here on the
night of December 6 with Wick-
liffe. Fulton and South Fulton
play December 13, and their first
game away from home will be with
Cuba, Decerhber 17.
Twenty-eight players have been
reporting for the practice sessions,
with seven lettermen back for
action. They are Eugene Bard, Tip
Nelms, Billy Campbell, Billy Mac
Bone, Billy Joe Fqtrest, and Dan-
ny Baird and Eugene Pigue.
Other players are Don Samons,
Darrell Fuzzell, Mac Nall, Leon
Mann, Jack Browder, Read Hol-
land, Johnny Hyland; Jimmy Col-
lins, Otho Linton, George Easley,
Burns Davis, Wayne Byasse, Bill
Wilson, Aubrey •Glasco. Eddie Holt
Jimmy Hancock, Charles Thomp-
son, Walter Michke, Adrian Mann,
Leroy Brown.
Coach Jack Carter will take over
the varsity tearn this year, and




XMAS PARTY DEC. le
The Ladies Auxiliary . of the
American Legion is making *ohs
for a big Chrisittnas Party-at the
Legion Cabin, Tuesday night, Dec.
10, beginning at, 740 o'clock
All members are to bring a gift
for the Christmas tree, and a sPer-
ial program has been arranged for
the occasion.
FULTON BIG GAME BUNTEES
PUT ON FEED FOR CLUBS
Fulton's big game hunters—Paul
Boyd. Bob White, Aaron Butts and
R E. Sanford—came back trona a
successful deer hunt in Michigan,
and put on a special venison feast
for members of the Fulton Lions
and Rotsuy clubs Tuesday at noon.
Members of the two civic bodieg
turned out in a big way for the
0008.1011 which was a real treat:
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Entered as second class matter June
28, 1933, at the post office at Ful-
ton, Ky., under the act of March 3
1879.
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
Business Notices and Political
Cards charged at the rates speci-
fied by advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 20
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Else-
where $2.00 a year.
'SURPLUS TOBACCO
There aren't as many folks who
chew tobacco as there used to be,
finds the government as it tries to
unload a surplus stock• of chewing
tobacco bought for the Army, Navy
and Marines. Getting moldy, it
needs to be chewed but evidently
plug and scrap tobacco doesn't
have the following of cigarette,
cigar 'and pipe fanciers. Maybe
they will have to put on an edu-
cational-p.rgorain that chewing to-
bacco has its merits but such a re-
ception by wives would cool the
campaign considerably. The fellow
who wants a "chaw," to escape the
wrath of his womenfolk, will hide
the plug in his fishing kit, his
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A man feels sort of devilish when
he can slip the plug pass inspec-
tion, chew the cud and hit the tar-
get. So few men can seem to get
away with it, that evidently the
government is stuck with an over
supply of chewing tobacco.
DON'T FAIL THEM
Santa Claus is heading this way
if the holiday array in the Vtores
is the advance notice. Cards and
wrappings have been on sale for
some time, probably to give those
who are mailing bxoes to soldiers
on duty overseas, ample oppor-
tunity to get the gifts mailed in
time.
. NOVEMBER DAYS
Snuggling in for winter, Novem-
ber seems man banking the house,
the' shrubbery, covering the straw-
berry bed, mulching around fruit
trees, wrapping climbing roses,
cleaning roof gutters and drains.
The red berries and greening
winter wheat touch the landscape
with paint and the walnut fruit
ties buried in the grass. Rustling
leaves of oaks and maples fall all
too soon. The squirrels and man
vie with each other in activity.
There is sureness about November
days, a pace set for our preserva-
tion against winter, but it will re-
lax its pressure when. November
chores are over. This is a month
that offers the people long thoughts
worked into its pattern of body's
toil. •
CHURCHES AT WORK
Workable Christianity is evi-
denced by the 10,698,599 pounds
of goods sent abroad by the Am-
erican Protestant Churches. To re-1
lieve suffering, help the needy,
thes provisions worth over $4 mil-
lion. covers a year, ending this past
September. All races and creeds
benr.fited and many foreign fami-
lies have •Jritten to express their
grati!i, ta the churches for this
I hope, these Protestant
Churches, to increase this amount
this next twelve months, with
UNRRA passing out of existence in
December. But it is not just one
group of churches that has given
financial help. Practically every
denomination has felloed their
teachings of brotherhood.
CULTURE IN HYMS
Aside from the poems in our old
school readers our best source of
poetry in Fidelity was the old hymus
that we learned almost as we learn-
end to talk. Hymbooks therpselves
were not at all common or any' kind
of songbooks until shaped-hote
books to come in with our singing-
school masters. But going to church
often and hearing the old hymns
lined and sung gave us a drill in
learning words and music that few
of us realized was important. Then
around the home our parents sang
the old-time hymns as they worked,
some of the hymns rather gruesome
to rthe cheerfulness of our parents.
, Maybe the tunes added something
that the words never could bring.
It was a distinct loss when the
hymns passed awway for two or
more decades except as the visiting
presiding elder or an elderly preach-
er insiste don having the congrega-
tion sing the ol dsongs. Then the
elderly people rose to the occas-
sion, and some of the younger ones,
who had failed to memorize the
hymns in their very early days, had
to listen to the drawling tunes, tar
less spirite dthan the quick Sunday
School songs that we had learned.
I suppose every community had
its favorites among the old hymns.
Certainly many of the ones I have
learned since I left Fidelity never
were sung that I can recall in the
services at Sulphur Springs or Fi-
delity or Mount Carmel. In turning
through the Methodist Hymnal in
its latest edition I recognize not a
single hy .mn that we used to know
until I come to No. 23, "Come Thou
Fount of Every Blessing," and the
air was not the one ww eused. It
is not until we reach No. 92, "It
Came Upon the Midnight Clear,"
that we again find one that we
knew at Fidelity. Many of the in-
tervening hymns are equally old and
equally stirring, but for some reason
that I cannot now determine we
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations





Day or Night—Phone 7
!Fe handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vattlts
just did not sing them an dhad nev-
er heard them elsewhere. When I
went away to teach school, I learned
first some of the standard hymns
that seemingly I should have known
always.
CULTURE IN HYMNS
This Ignoraiv2e on our part in
no way kept us from knowing many
of the classics: "Jesus, Lover of My
Soul," "There Is a Fountain Filled
With Bloori," A Charge to Keep I
Have," Amazing Grace, How Sweet
the Sound," and so on an don. When
th epreacher lined the hymn, we
di dnot need to be reminded of
the tune, back in the days before
the church organ; we all knew just
where to begin and wwhere to leave
off, to suit the words as they would
be given.
• .
In spite of the fact that a good
many church hymns are not es-
pecially good poetry, some of them
make up in loftiness of conception
for some of their deficiencies of sub-
tlety. I must confess that I still love
to hear a whole hymn rea daloud by
a good-voiced, old person. In that
way we get again the full effect of
the hymn as a poem, a thing that
probably not one in a thousand gets
otherwise. Take "How Firm a
Foundation," for inset:awe. As a
lofty relligious poem it has few
equals, and in some of its phrases
it rises to genuine beauty. From
early life I have enjoyed the stanza
that goes thus:









Upper Main St, Fulton
My souvereign, unchanging, trn-
e.hangeable love;
And when hoary hairs shall
their temples adorn,
Like lambs they shal lstill in
my bosom be borne."
I suppose that the sweet old faces
of the singers o nsom eSunday morn-
ing in our little church made those
words sacred, faces that long ago
ceased t oshine in this world. And
I cannot forget how often this sol-
emn, strong old hymn has hem
sung at the funeral of strong, sol-
emn men and "mothers of Israer_
There was not much sweetness in
the hymns we sang, but there were
strength and assurance. And into
our hearts came unconsciously
some of the rugged philosophy of
the stately old hymns that formed
a big portion of our religious times.
Plant A Home Orchard
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW for Spring planting. Trees and
Shrubs will be shipped at proper planting time. The supply
is limited so don't wait.
LET ME EXPLAIN OUR "GOLD-M1NE ACRE ORCHARD."
Stark Trees Bear Fruit
__RUSSELL BROWN
PHONE 470 FULTON, KY., ROUTE THREE
REPRESENTING STARK BROS. NURSERIES
We give Thee thanks for bread tbis slay.
Broken for Thine own newt sake;
Dear Lord, be meraful, we pray
To those who hate no bread to break—
Ana teach us generosity
To those las fortunate than ur.
•
THE grain is garnered from our shining
acres, fruit from our rich orchards. After
years of war, our land is still ours, un-
scarred, beneficent. Our children are fed.
Few of us are intimate with hunger. But
to the people of many lands, hunger is a
constant companion. In the midst of our
Ames,.
bounty, we give thanks. We have much.
Surely we can spare a little to share with
those who have none. A crust of bread to
a well-fed man may be another day's life
to a child in some far-distant land.
— — 
• Listen to the "NEW ELECTRIC HOUR"— The HOUR











tHE CORRECT WAY TO CARRY A RABBIT
IS BY THE EARS
NIX! Hi5
TAIL-
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
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• SANTA Is Making Out His Toyland Gift List Now.
With the popular fourway heat control. Our Special Value
this week at only-
$7.55
TOYLAND NOW OPEN-You will find a large
variety of toys for the children. It will pay you
to make it a point to shop early, and lay-away







CHILD'S TABLE AND CHAIR SET
All wood construction $7.95 to $14.95
CHILD'S TABLE AND CHAIR SET




ROCKY HORSES, several kinds $8.95
DOLL ROCKERS, priced at











Combination Table and Fire Screen-makes tables
open and a beautiful fire screen when folded.
$5.95
Hutch Baseball Gloves, genuine leather.
TOY AUTOMATIC PISTOL
"CLICkER" PISTOL for the boys
All Metal Toy Trucks, priced at only
BAGS QF MARBLES, each
CHRISTMAS SNOW, per box









NEW ROLLER SKATES $2.95 and $4.95
TOY SEWING MACHINE, nice $3.50
CHILD'S Wood Tub and Wash Board Set $1.00
SANR BUCKET and SHOVEL 51.00
CHILD'S WASHING MACHINE only $6.50
CHILD'S MIXING SET, like real thing $1.25
Musical Harmonicas, each $1.25 and 52.50
CHILD'S CEDAR CHEST, no toy $9.95
DOLL SET, rocker, chair and settee $1.00





Listen In Every Saturday Morning
9:30 to 10 Over WENK Dial 1240
Our radio program, "Stars of Tomorrow," may be heard
each Saturday morning over stahon WENK, Union City.
Local talent him been appearing on this program, and the
whuiers will be chosen in the four-weeks contest after this
Saturday. Pick your favorites, and send in a card or letter
to the station, and they will be counted as a vote for your
favorite. Cards and letters must be in by 6;00 p. m. 'Tuesday
Nov. 26. Whiners will appear in a special program Saturday
Nov. 30. First Prise PO; Second Prise $15; Third Prise $10;




Leatherette upholstery, in several color selections. Holds






DOLL SWINGS, nice for playhouse $2.00
JACK SETS and TbPS, make nice gifts
LITTLE TRAIN SETS, for children. $1.50
FOOTBALLS. fine for real boys  $4.95
COASTER WAGONS from $9.95 to $19.95
DOLL CRADLES and DOLL BEDS .. $4.95
CHILD'S GLIDER SWINGS
CHILD'S BIKE, well made for service $19.95
CHrLD'S GO-CARTS, pushers..   $9.95
CHILD'S BEDS, several designs  $9.95 up
CHILDREN'S PLAY PENS $4.00 up
RUBBER BALLS, two sizes at 10c and 20c
AUTOMATIC TOPS, spring wound 50c
AEROPLANES, a very popular toy $1.00
TRICYCLES, better buy early $7.95 to $32.50
BASEBALL BATS, real sluggers  $2.50
Games
We Have Many Nice
GAMES and AMUSERS
Priced at $1.95 Up
FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITUREN,C07
319-323 WALNUT STREET ERNEST LOWE, Manager PHONE 100
,wwwwieljimiwwwwwwwwwwww 
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"JOE BEAVER" BY Ed Nohiger
Forms Service, U. B. Department of auscuisons
"Haven't you heard? Little trees should be seen and not eaten.1",,,,•" —̀.."4-
Christianity Faces Grave Task
hostilities ceased in Europe and in
the Pacific. But the conflict is far
I from over. Never for a 3ingle
s moment forget that. As long as the
i world stands there will be differ-
! ences of opinion, and a battle be
tween evil and good. The question
remains whether we place our-
selves on the side with •good and
preserve ciVilization, or whether
we remain idle and permit the
most powerful forces to be at-
tained by the evil elements.
The American people-- and for
that matter peoples of all the
world—are faced with a challenge.
The outcome depends upon the
answer they give— in forthright
action.
The American people have voic-
ed their dissatisfaction with past
trends in government. But now
that the Republicans have gained
greater directing power in Con-
gress, they are faced with graver
tasks than ever before faced by
political group in this country.
There are great economic evils to
be corrected at home, and even
greater problems to be overcome
abroad. Down through the years
this nation has stood the test, and
our heritage compels us to protect
the rights guaranteed under the
Constitution, and to go to the aid
of the downtrodden.
Communistic victories through-
. out the world can be ascribed to
As World Struggles To Survive malo. --s
Homes, Churches, Schools a n d
Liberty•Loving Peoples Must Be-
come Vigilant and Active_ To
Preserve Civilization.
Every since the beginning of
time, two forces have been at work
—one for evil, and the other for
good. Even Christ was tempted by
the devil—but He had the strength
to resist and overcome tempta-
tion. Unfortunately, millions of
people throughout the world, who
have been tossed about by wars,
political upheavals, and because of
clashing nations whose leaders are
so power-hungry that they do not
even value\ human life— are so
weakened and bereft that they
have not the power to resist either
their enemies or the evil forces
ceaslessly at work to undermine
the very foundations of civiliza-
tion.
The battle for power and money
—"the root of all evil"— has caught
the great majority in a crusher-
like movement that threatens our
whole •future as a civilized people.
World War II approached the dam-
ger point, and with the advent of
the atomic age the clangers are
even greater. Christianity is at
bay before the Soviet Master stra-
tegy—it is high time that a united
front be presented by all religious
groups, statesmen and patnotists
who really and sincerely desire to
protect the righ, and Jibertics of
people.
A close study uf the history of
nations discloses the rise and fall
of great political leeaders, and ever
time one has risen to unprecedented
power, untold thousands, even
millions, have suffered—either in
death or the loss of privileges and
enforced economic oppression.
Red Russia Was Red With Blood
Remember the bloodshed that
took place when the Communists
took over in Russia? The spread of
Hitler's naziism, Mussolini's fas-
cism? Yes, even the constant up-
ward swing of totalitarian power
in our own country under the so-
called New Deal? Our purpose iS
not to blast out at any particular
political party, or group, but at the
unjust and unfair practices of any
group that would suppress the
rights of the people. It is up to the
homes, the f_•hurches, the schools,
the American Legion, the Elks and
other groups to remain forever
alert to the dangers of being inac-
tive. Vigilance is the price of lib-
erty.
Civilization faces some trying
times as the result of the iniquities
and burdens hung around our necks
by "false prophets and gods" who
have risen in years past, through
propaganda and misleading prom-
ises, and have assume the right to
dictate to the masses a "way of
life" entirely foreign to the be-
liefs of our forefathers who de-
creed that government should be
"of the people, by the people and
for the people."
Too many Americans have been
worshipping at the feet of false
gods-- forgetful of the "golden
rule" and the Ten Cornrnandtnents.
Some of our great political lead-
ers have been looked upon as
though they were without fault,
and indispensable. Hero worship—
worship of false gods.
Time alone is the only thing
that will prove men—ary man—is
unnecssary. For the world goes
on arid on after he is in his grave.
Man is imperfect. His faults and
mistakes are many. Vanity and
pride go before a fall. And when
we as a nation erect "graven im-
ges" and ciepend upon man en-
irely to pull us through, we us-
ually wake up some sad day when
it is too late. There is only one
God
Ws seen the evils of pol-
itical ,.n.. .ocial life at work in
our own community; in the schools,
in the churches, and among the
nations now around the "peace ta-
ble" squabbling round by round.
Delinquent adults have made de-
linquency among the youth of
the world. Morai standards and
personal integrity h'ave been pitch-
,?ci out the window in too many
instances. The national divorce
rate is at its highest peak and still
going higher. Promises and treaties
by nations have seldom been
worth the paper they were written
on. They all have spelled degrada-
tion and brought the world to the
brink of disaster.
Recent years have made Ameri-
cans expect too much for nothing.
The world does not owe us a liv-
ing• we're told in the Good Book
that we must work for a living.
Nothing gained at the expense of
another, or lies and deception is
ever really worth while. The gov-
ernment cannot take care of every-
oody, for somebody must take care
of the government. And the less
government we have the better
government we have. The more
centralized the government that
much nearer is the danger of dic-
tatorship. The heavier the public
debt, the heavier the taxes on the
people. Somebody must pay the
?iper or he won't play.
Civilization will stand or fall by
our actions today. America is the
greatest nation in the world— we
enjoy more liberties and are much
better off economically. But that
does not mean we shall always en-
joy these things. We must strive
to improve ourselves and the ris-
ing generation. Education directed
along correct lines is needed.
A man's word should be his
bond—an obligation should remain
an obligation even though it takes
a pound of flesh, for that reason
we should thoroughly consider our
every action. Individual trust and
faith in our fellowman can be re-
stored by getting the great ma-
jority to realize and believe in a
higher power who sees all and
judges all.
The war was declared over after
W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
10 University Phone IN
MARTIN, TENN.





Watehee Closks and Tine
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
.11FWEI RY COMPANY
(1) Weakness in foreign policies
and lack of vision in helping to
build Stalin and communistic Sov-
a ilussia to the place once held
oy Hitler and Germany.
(2) Hunger, cold, poverty, un-
employment and indescribable mis-
eries, and finally, the spiritual and
moral collapse of European peo-
ples, who turn to communism be-
cause it is more powerful and ac-
ti‘e there. (This has been demon-
strated by France which has fall-
en to the Communists, and Italy
which is rapidly going that way).
(3) Organization and rigid dis-
cipline of the Communists coupled
with worked out plans and good
generalship; plus the apathy and
disunion of their opponents).
(4) The great influence that the
growing power of Communist Soy-
iet Russia is throwing over the en-









ed you from putting
in your full win•
lites supply of cool
For your cold
weather comfort





-Over Deltlyer Jewelry Store
Phone 1252 Fulton, Ky.
William P. Horton, Mgr.
IberwrommuiP
5 MOW HOW FOLK5
lb HAVE OPERATIONS





Le 's talk about T:ianksriving— we
all h we many things to be thank-
ful for your patronage-- thankful
for the opportunity to serve' you
promptly and efficiently.
"HAPPY TURKEY TO ALL" and I
may than happiness continue with
you and yours.
•
Olin( INCI11Q..i CASH CAPR V
PRESS wHILE YOU WAIT
005. 100/4/f JONN NOLLAND,PROP.
fmtmeowk-iliCaimeNial-3
Yes, Russia has toady all the
means and the possibilities of en-
tirely dominating Europe and may
do so without the majority of
Europe being in a position to fight.
The war through which millions of
people have been crushed has
helped to place communism in the
saddle, for Russia dotes on dis-
consolate, discontented, divided
peoples. And don't forget for a
moment that this "divide and con-
quer" method has been made full
use of right here in America.
Again, we say, the people must
awaken to the real danger they
face. Let us adopt and hold to the
motto: "United We Stand" for the
preservation of the American way
of life, with liberty, justice and
religious freedom for all. Let usj
seek out and deport those who
share the good things of our coun-
try but would destroy tttose things
our forefathers paid so dearly to
establish and protect. Choose well
your leaders in the government,
and unite for the common cause--
true liberty and freedom air all
freedom-loving peoples.
Soviet Russia is active, very ac-
tive. America and England must
become ever more active— and all
other nations that will join in. It
means every town and hamlet must
have a vigilant, outspoken group
working and educating every new
generation to recognize the im-
portance of their heritage. The
homes. the schools. the churches.
and scores of other truly Ameri-
- an gro..ps. have a great task to ;
io. Mass education along correct
iines can overcome false propa-
ganda that* is being fed out by cer2-
tralized and .controlled radical
groups. whose leaders seek only
.o place the people in bondage.
Americans, arise and come unto
your father's house which he has
built for you for your own sake.
Sitting and wishing
Won't change your fate—
The Lord provides the fishing,
' But you have to dig the bait.








DR. B. L. DAVLS
Updairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY
A certain report on health says
that the nutritional quality means
more than quantity— maybe so
but we sure like to. feel full after
eating.
• If we'd stop and measure our-
selves to the standard of what we
think of ourselves— perhaps we'd
do better.
The lightning that struck the
"flagpole sitter" may have been
just a spark of ambition-- anyway
it got him down.
Someone tried to explain why
children destroy things— we sup-
pose one reason is as good as an-
other. The wife says—"just a chip
off the old block."
ANNOUNCEMENT
I wish to inform my friends that
have recently resigned my position
with the Browder Milling Co., to
take an interest in the Atkins In-
surance Agency in the farm depart-
ment having purchased the interest
of Mr. W. L. Hampton.
I will appreciate a visit from
you at any time, when you are in
town. When you need insurance
protection I shall be pleased to be
of service to you.
ROPER FIELDS
"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
WHAT MAKES YOU THINK
YOUR INIFe HAS THE





Ftf-HU SHOE SHOP Lake Street, Fulton
Next to the City National Bank
See Us For Your—
VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA, POULTRY POV/DER
STOCK TONICS, WORM CAPSULES
VETERrNARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES
NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY
,, 11'11111111111' lllllllll . 111111114.„
LOOK!
 Al=1011111111111111•1151111111Mill
We now have Slim Mitchell. the best known
and most experienced Wash, Polish and
Grease man in Fulton. We can clean and
service your car so that it give you the
Best Service. Come in and give us a trial.
Wash Polish Shellubrication
Tire Repairing
We also handle that good sit-mu, Gasoline
and Motor Oils, which give you better ser-
vice and more mileage.
We are open 24-hours a
citiy for your convenience.
,
KNIGHTON'S NM
Glenn Knighton, Shell Distributor
Fourth amiCarr Sts., Phone 255, Fulton. Ky.



























This is Thanksgiving wweek.
Let us all be truly thankful to our
Heavenly Father for every g000
gifts, for bringing a bunch of our
big hearted young men back from
the cruel war and the Bible plain-
ly tells us: For we know that all
things work together for good to,
them that love Godd. Be ye thank-
t ul.
Mrs. Bruce linicent and Mrs.
Lloyd Lav.renee are getting along
nicely at the Haws Clinic. We wish
them a speedy , recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews of Cali-
fornia is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Hainley and other rela-
tives here.
Herschel Hicks' baby is improv-
ing after a spell of bronchitis.
Nadine Hanley is out again af-
ter suffering infection by a rusty
nail in the foot.
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. Al-
lene Lowry went to Mayfield last
Saturday.
The following friends of Mrs.
Mary Collins visited her the past
week: Mrs. Otis LeCornu, son and
daughter, Mrs. Bethel of Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bowden and
Mrs. Halley of Fulton, Mrs. La-
:ern Brann, Mrs. Loyal Brann,
Mrs. B. GL, Lowry and Mrs. John
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Col-
; and son of Rahway, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell of Detroit
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Caldwell and. Mr. arid Mrs. Pern
Grissom. •
Mr. arid Mrs. Roy Bowden vis-
ited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes on
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waggoner
and Robert attended church at the
Poyner's Chapel Sunday.
NO PRICE INCREASE
Ws have not intveased the
wholesale price of GRAPETTE
to our dealers. Therefor* pre-






Richard Legens, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Porterfield Legens,
died at the Baptist hospital Wed-
nesday night after a long illness.
Funeral services were held at the
Unity Church Friday afternoon by
Rev. J. L. Thomas and interment
followed at the Harris cemetery
W. W. Jones & Sons in charge.
lie was born near Latham, Oct.
27, 1880, and was 66 years old. He
married Miss Needie Reynolds anci
to this union four children were
born. One daughter and wife pre-
ci.sded him in death and he later
married Mrs. Viola Vowell and two
children were born He had made
the Latham community his home
most of his life, but had lived in
Missouri for about two years.
He leaves his companion; three
snos, Cordell of Dresden, Carlee of
McKenzie and Carlton of Ridgely;
two daughters, Emma Mae Legens
of DrAlen and Mrs. Lena Hainline
of Tigard, Oregon; five brothers,
McKelley and Oscar of Dresden,
Marco of Palmersville, Roosevelt of
Martin, and Ellis of Union City;
four sisters, Mrs. John Lee Eaves
Mrs. Tus Rea and Mrs. Penn Fos-
ter, /11 of Dresden and Mrs. Robert
Cavin of Martin; eleven grandchil-
dren.
He had been a member of the
Unity Church for a number of
years.
JOHN B. FOLEY
John B. Foley, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Foley, was
burned to death in an automobile
at the home of his brother Dee
Foley in Martin, Sunday at 3 p. m.
Funeral services were conducted
Monday afternoon at Sandy Branch
by the Rev. T. A. Duncan. W. W.
Jones & Sons in charge of burial.
He was born near Latham, June
2, 1906 and was 40 years old. He
made Weakley county his home.
most of his life until he went to
the Army, Manch 14, 1941, and was
discharged August 20, 1945. He
spent some time in Central Europe.
For several months he had been
working with International Regis-
ter Co., in Chicago, and had come
home for a visit last week.
He leaves his mother, Mrs. Amy
of Greenfield; two children, Geral-
dine and Billie Ray Foley of Cen-
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got in the Farm Bureau policy — because
the fanners wrote their own policy. The
Pann Bureau policy is by far the best policy
the fanners oan buy because it was written
by them and includes all the suggestions
the farmers have and want in a policy they
carry on their car or truck.
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The Farm Bureau policy meets cdi regt.dp-
meats of the Motor Vehicle Safety Respon-
sibility Law. lt is kror cost cmd provides
peotection on Public Liability and Property
Damage. Other coverages ars aka written.
Secure immediate Farm Bureau protection
from •••••
VI. J. FRENCH
Phone 126 Hielanpn, Ky.
1
terville, Terin.; three brothers, Dee
of Martin, Burnard of Chicago and
011ie of U. S. Army now in Siapan:
five sisters, Mrs. Claud Curlee of
Greenfield, Tenn., Mrs. Hoyt Ken-
nedy of Martin, Mrs. Oscar Dalton
of Gallatin, Tenn, Mrs. Lorenzoi ,
Totoro, Washington, D. C. and Mrs
Bill Melchiorson of Omaha, Neb.
AdvertisinYPays in The News--farm & home ppm.
MRS. W. C. McCLAIN
Mrs. W. E. McClain, 60, died on
Nov. 22, and funeral services were
conducted Nov. 23 at the Concord
church by the Rev. Thomas. She
had, been ill for some tirne.
She leaves her husband, W. C.
McClain; a step-moil:1er, Mrs. Nola
Barber of Chestnut Glade; nine
children, Mrs. Eddie Babb of Lan-
sing, Mich., Beatrice of Dukedom,
Doran of St. Louis, Oran of Mar-
tin, Olan of Lansing, Newman of
Dukedom; Ellis of Harrisburg, Pa.;
Estes of Fulton and Earl, U. S.
Navy; four grandchildren and two
step-grandchildren; four sisteri and
seven brothers; other relatives and
many friends.
IRA FRANK CALHOUN
Ira Frank Calhoun, 55, Obion
county farmer, died the night of
Nov. 24, at his home near Protei
mus, Tenn. Funeral services were
he/d Saturday morning at Cobb's
Chapel church near ,1-.I.ornbeak with
interment in a nearby cemetery. '
' He leAves his wife, Mrs. Iva Bell
Hickman Calhoun; four daughters,
Mrs. Lloyd Woodard, Mrs. Paul
Rice and Mrs. Ben C. Fluty of
Troy and Mrs. Charles Pepper of
Fulton; two sons, James Calhoun
of Union City and Frank Calhoun
of Troy; two sisters, Mrs. Frank
Brown and Mrs. Ola Cosby of
Troy; two brothers, Farris Cal-
houn of Union City and Jim Cal-
houn of Troy; riso seven grand-
children.
JAMES RUDDLE NOW
IN U. S. NAVY
James Coy Ruddle, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Ruddle, 817 Fairview
avenue, Fulton, is now in the U.
S. Navy. He joined Nov. 11.
He will receive his ten weeks
recruit training at Bainbridge and
then Keceive ten days leave. After
that he will be assigned to school.
some ship or station.
RAW VEGETABLES
Raw vegetables save fats and are
very tasty, served with salt or
not. When not using dressing, ar-
range raw vegetables attractively
on large relish plate. To save vita-
mins, prepare 'Vegetables just be-
fore serving. Uncooked vegetables
that are very good eating: crisp
strips of yellow or white turnip
carrot, rings of green pepper and
onion, slices of cucumber and to-
mato leaves of tender greens, cau-
liflower. green buds of broccoli,
tiny beets and baby yellow squash
wwatercreess, parsley, lettuc, rad-
ishes and celery.
ABOUT THE HOUSE:
Wax the venetian blinds and
parchment lamp shade to clean
them mo.re easily. Bread absorbs
odors so to get away from a cab-
bage, brussel sprout or sauerkraut
smell through the house, put a
slice of bread on top of the lid of
the cooking pan. Don't forget to
clean the umbrellas now and then
to keep the material in good con-
dition.. Rub a kitchen burn with
moist step. You remember to wash
your cdtrrb and brush, but don't
forget--the barettes, pocket combs











Parts and Tubes ,
Phone 1261
HAM'S RADIO
S E R' VICE






R. D. STRATTON, Plumber
at the










We have a fine selection of Jewelry for Christ-
mas giving. Come in and make your selections
early while our stock is most complete.
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
WARREN Jewelry Store
WALNUT STREET FULTON, KY-
No Building Is Immune
From FIRE--
But everybody can follow these corrunon
sense precautions and help reduce the hazards:
1. Clean up your premises.
Crean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.
4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.





Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sanci and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.
Adams & Lowe
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky..
c •
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TAT. MORIAH went a major operation at the St.
Thomas hospital in Nashville re-
Norman Terrell is taking lesosns cently, was brought home last
in flying at Martin. week and is getting along nicely.
Mrs. Frank Parrish, who under- I • W. Finch, who has been ill ler
ROOF and FURNACE
Let US clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY
&Nihau & Webb
TIN SHOP
Alain and Olive Streets. Fultco. Ky.
YOU LL PROBABLY NOT
LIKE ALL THREE BRANDS Old
*all rarea/
pryer one
That's because they are blended
to suit different tastes.
Try all three, and you will pick






of unique design. Both
6-diamond Bridal Duo $9750
Just as you pledge yourselves forever and ever
. so, too, must "her" diamond shine forth .
in undiminished beauty for a lifetime Select
it carefully . . so that it will be eternally





Church Street, Fulton, Kentucky
NOTICE!




Martin Highway across street from Adams
& Lowe Concrete Co.
CARS -- TRUCKS -- TRACTORS REPAIRED
All Work Guaranteed
C. M. Valentine E. L. Byrd
Southside Garage
208 Paschall St. Phone 1051 Fulton, Ky.
some time, spent a week at Jones
Clinic. He came home much im-
proved.
Mr. and Mrs. Larrimore Taylor
are the proud parents of a little
son, which is their third son. Both
mother and child are getting along
fine.
Dan Taylor, who suffered a bro-
ken arm some time ago, is not do-
ing so well as was expected.
Bro. Holland of Detroit is con-
ducting a singing school at the Oak
Grove church. He makes his home
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts
while here.
Mr. and Mrs. kiarry aWtts, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Watts and Bro.
Holland were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Johns Friday.
Glenn Rogres left for Detroit last
week after an extended visit with
relatives here.
Mrs. Lola Nanney was taken
suddenly ill Saturday and was
rushed to the Haws hospital for
treatment. She was able to return
home Sunday.
Mrs. Marian Milam underwent ,
an operation this week.
Mrs. Mamie McKnight and dau-
ghter, are visiting her mother, Mrs.;
Stella Nanney. They will be join-
ed by Mr. McKnight for Thanks-
giving holidays.
Mrs. Mercer T. Boone and chil-
dren spent Sunday with her par-
ads, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Finch.
Mrs. Nettie Permenter is still
cOnfined to her room but is some
better.
Owing to Mr. Finch's illness the
Welfare Workers met Wednesday
wu:ith Mrs. Mildred Irving.
Mr. Will McDade has been quite
ill for several days.
Mr. and mrs. J. J. Clement and
Susie Lee attended tile George
Finch shower last week at Mrs.
Patterson's.
ROUTE THREE
Thanksgiving will be in the past
by the time this preamble is read,
but we sincerely wish for each of
you the most joyous and happy of
Thanksgivings. I'm sure quit we
all have plenty to thankful for.
and if we don't get all we want,
let's be thankful for what we do
have. In most case it is sufficient
—and more. -
We don't have correct report of
all our shut-n friends but trust
they are no worse. and hope for
the better.
Mrs. George Givens of near the
Hendley Store died Saturday morn-
ing.
Jerk Foster was given a birth-
day party at his home Wednesday
night of last v..eek. A beautiful
cake with 18 candles surrounded by
the entire family. his girl friend,
Miss Jean Johnston of Cuba, Jerry
Foster and Miss Marlyn Works,
made the occasion a very happy
one.--His most prized gift was a I
DR. T. M. REID
Chiropractor
(,:ity,Vational Bonk MA
lIffilliPHIous 9 to 12; 11.4o
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solid gold watch chain presented
by Miss Johnstno. More happy
birthdays to you Jack.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Nabors with
E. C. Lowry and wife went to
memphis Saturday where Mrs.
Lowry is under treatment.
Capt. George Cannon and son,
Michael, returned to Boston Thurs-
day of last week. Mike has been
visiting his granddaddy Cannon
mid family about three months.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Oliver Taylor were
dt J. C. eoster Thursday of last
week on business.
• Mts. G. W. Bran went to church
at Old Bethel Sunday. Elder Shutts
of Nashville was there in the ab-
sence of Pro. Smith and did some
iine preaching.
Mrs. J. C. Foster went shopping
fo roil cloth in Fulton Tuesday.
Yes, sir, she found it.
Old Santa is on his wawy from
Detroit to see Mr. and Mrs. Jim-
mie Clement wiwth a new electric
range stove.
Dean Williams and wtie were in
Fuiton Saturday shopping and to
see the show.
Mrs. George Givens at Feliciana
died early Saturday morning. AShe
was buried at Water. Valley Sun-
day.
Mrs. G. W. Brann was a guest
at the household .shower of Mr.
and Mrs. George Finch. newly-
weds, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Oswald Croft with
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Lowry went
to Paducah Monday.
Rev. Muriel Moody. is pastor of
the Oak Grove church now.
Dean Williams, Carl and Eno
Foster, each. butchered a hog last
week. Alvin Foster sold three fine
hogs Saturday that brought him
voer $300.
Mr. and IVIrs. Eloci Foster, visited
E.. C. Lowry and wife last Sunday
night.
Mrs. Louise Olive and son Terry
spent Wednesday with Mrs. E. C.
Lowry.
Most of the corn is cribbed in
this section and folks are well on
their way stripping tobacco. So
goes the news; thank you.
CHRISTIAN SCIF-NCE
"Ancient and Modern Necroman-
cy, Alias Mef-merism and Hypno-
tism. Dencunced." is the subject
of the iesson sermon which will be
read in all Christian Science chur-
ches throughout the world on Sun-
day, December 1, 1946.
The Golden Text is: "There is
no wisdom nor understanding nor
counsel against the Lord. (Prov.
21:30).
Among the citations which com-
prise the lesson sermon is the fol-
lowing from the Bible: "This I say
then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye
shall not fulfill the lust of the
flesh. (Gal. 5:16).
Man's first care shOuld be to
avoid the reproaches of his ov:m
i heart, and next to escape the cen-
I suits of the world. If the last in-
' terfere with the first it should be
entirely neglected.—Addison.
Neither human applause nor hu-
man censure is to be taken as the
test of truth; but either should



















Thomas Coates, Radio Technician
Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan
It is difficult to say which may Praise from the common people
be most mischievous to the human is generally false, and rather fol-
heart, the praise or the dispraise lows the vain than the virtcuous.
of men.—Mary Baker Eddy. —Bacon.
•
/ifo more W0/7
ABOUT YEAST GfTTING STALE!
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast keeps
full-strength for weeks on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—you can make
delicious bread any time, at a moment's notice
with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast,
Always dependable—Fleiachmann's Fast
• Rising keeps fresh for weeks on your pantry
shelf—ready for quick action whenever you
want it. Just dissolve according to directions
on the package. Get Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry Yeast today. At your grocer's.
Protect Yourself this Winter by Keeping
RED BLOOD BUILT UP
'If you work inside
most of the winter
months. you may suffer from sim-
ple anemia . . usually indicated
by a paleness and a tired, weak.
"dragged out" feeling.
To protect yourself against sim-
ple anemia, which a loss or lack
of enough rod blood could cause.
your body should have an amyl*
supply of iron.
Try palatable Vitawine which pro-
vides 11 times the minimum adua
AT ALL
daily requirement of iron . . plus
times the requirement of Vita-
min B, When taken direotod
Both ai'd naturo in maintaining
sntorenogrtihanaincdcoenmeprIticyitgnyoeur
focal infaction.
VItawIne has helped thousands.
Why. not start protecting yourself
now. Ask yotrr doctor or druggist.
MOWS NEW LOW






From where I sit ... iy Joe- Marsh
A Grand
American Tradition
The Cuppers had a grand old
family reunion last week—for the
first time since the war.
Big and little Cuppers came, by
car and train, from as far we: t
as Nebraska and as far east 83
Vermont. They crowded Dec and
Jane's house, set up quarters in
the barns, or stopped with neigh-
bors—and a jollier gathering you
couldn't have imagined!
I was asked to their final Satur-
day night supper, when they sang
old Boom drank boor and oar.
reminisced. D•rk Cuppers and
blonde ones—Vermont accents and
Alabama drawls—doctors and f arm-
era all with their differences of
taste and politics, yet as close and
harmonious in spirit as a group
could be.
From where I sit, it's a great
American tradition—not just fam-
ily reunions, but the ability to got
along as one harmonious family,
regardless of differences of taste—
whether it's taste for politica or
farming, beer or cider.
Copyright, 1946, United States Brewers Foundation
"MUST YOU ALWAYS TAKE YOLTR FULTON PURE MILK
WITH youf-





















The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Ainsley was str1.7ken with
double pneumonia the past week
and was taken to the Haws Clinic.
Born to Mt. and Mrs. Norman
Harris, a bright-eyed Miss who
now answers to the name of De-
lilah Jane. Both mother and baby
Wendell. (I/
Woy to Rollo,* &stress 
of a
#lad eiddSI
Yes. you get quick relief from sniftly, stuffy distress of head colds
when put a little Va-tro-nol in each nostril. What's more— it
act y helps prevent many colds from developing if used in time!
Try it You'll like it I Follow




Telephone central offices ore humming like beehives
hoodlieg more calls than ever. And because of this, the
operator may not always be oble to answer all coils
p.otty.
The pook rush is usually during the mid-
morning and early evening hours. When you can
conversiently avoid making calls during those rusk
periods, you ore less likely to experience a delay.
Everything is being done to expand central of-
fice focilities to handle calls rnore quickly, but it
is a big job that will Nike time to complete. In
the meantime, your cooperation is appreciated.





Mrs. B. L. Doran is on the sick
list and under the care of Dr.
Wilson, Dresden physician.
Mrs. Dan Harris is a sufferer of
galst one and remains under the
care of Dr. P. T. Trinca.
Mrs. J. W. Bynum was removed
from the Haws Memorial hospital
Monday after an appendectomy ten
days ago. She is now on the road
to recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Webb enter-
tained with miscellaneous shower
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Harris, early fall nuptials. They
were recipients of many nice and
useful presents of which they are
very grateful. Refreshments were
served the entire group.
Mrs. Richard /Tuck of near Dres-
den attended the bedside of her
sister, Mrs. J. W. Bynum over the
week end.
Mrs. Bruce Vincent of Pilot Oak
underwent a major operation the
past week. She is resting nicely.
Mr. Chap Johnson has returned
from Nashville after the meeting
of the Farm Bureau. Mrs. Eula
Nelson attended from District 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields, Miss
Jonelle Cunningham and Mrs. Ca-
rey Frields attended the Gill Dove
airways the past Sunday.
Mrs. Bill Doyle visited her par-
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Also frequent, convenient sched-
ules to Louisville, Chicago, De-
trott, Evansville and intermed-
iate pointa.
UNION BUS STATION





Yes, Chevrolet has the lowest-priced line
of passenger cars in its field!
Today, more than ever before, only Chevrolet
 brings you
BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
for Chevrolet has the lowest-priced line of 
passenger con
in its field. In fad, the great majority of 
Chevrolet body
types list at prices substantially lower than th
ose of any
other cars in Chevrolet's price range. And, of cou
rse, only
Chevrolet brings you Big-Car beauty, Big-Car comfor
t, Big-
Car performance, BIG-CAR QUALITY AT 
LOWEST COST





Mrs. Delma Shelton spent Tues-
day of last week with Mrs. Pres-
,sie Moore, and family.
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mrs.
Ruth Veatch Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Carnell Green and Mrs.
Dorothy Green spent Monday af-
ternoon with Mrs. Nettie Lee Cope-
len and family.
Mrs. Frieda Walston spent a
while Thursday morning of last
week with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mrs. Melba Elliott returned home
Wednesday of last week from the
Bushart hospital.
Mrs. Nina Moore and Miss Ina
Bellew visited Mrs. Nora Copelen
Thursday afternoon of last -week.
Mrs. Willena Veatch and Mrs.
Ruth Veatch visited Mrs. Annie
Beard ThUrsday afternoon of last
week.
Mrs. Jennie Pulley spent a while
Thursday afternoon of last week
wiwth Mrs. Nora Copelen.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Purcell spent
the week with his sister, Mrs. Hub
Beard.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
Martha and Mrs. Nora Copelen
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Snow of De-
troit visited awhile Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
Gayle spent Sunday with Marshal
and Johnnie Moore.
Mrs. John McClanahan spent last
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Herm-
an Elliott.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Jones of Pa-
ducah visited in this comMunity
the past week end.
• Silo Simpkins Says
It costs too much to wait for the
last egg from an old hen.
In using electricity on the farrii,
take it seriously,_ or it may take
you.
Plans for cutting producion costs
in 1947 will be worth more than
the time it takes to make them.
ericitytfh
Maybe we shouldn't be too quick
in panning a non-producing hen;
maybe she's laying plans to lay
eggs.
Children should stay out of barn
lofts and away from high places
until they realize the gravity of
the situation.
Regardless of United Nations dis-
cussions, "turkey and grease" will
be topics of leading interest within
coming weeks.
A tool shed protects farm equip-
ment against weather. the farmer
against loss, and the community
against unsightliness.
Running water in the house en-
ables the farm family to "wash its
hands" of the whole business of
running after water.
Two hop of 250 pounds each are
better than one of 500 pounds.
Wintm' months don't 'mean a
cessation of farm vyork — just a
change.
Farm families that raise an ex-
tra pig or two will be able to meat
the food situation.
The farmer who does not replace
plant food in the soil is mining his
own business.
Insects turned up in the garden
to freeze this winter won't turn
up to rob the garden next sum-
mer.
Hens and pullets that don't earn
their home on range should be put
on the range in the home.
Gardeners who overcame obstac-
les of food production will be able
to overcome obstacles of food costs
Hoar America's favorite tenor
--JAMES MELTON











Yellow jacket nests and wasp
nests can be eliminated by dusting
with 5 percent DDT powder—but
who is going to bell the cat?
The man who • undermines his
own business (farming) with poor
soil management will soon have no
business of his own to mind.
After the minister kisses some
of the brides he marries, he must
feel like giving the groom his
money back.
It all depends on what the Mrs.
is to verify the statement that
blondes are no dumber than bru-
nettes.
The fellow that insists on toot-
ing his own horn should have a
tune to play before he starts blow-
ing.
The fellow who thinks of what
he's going to say next while you
are talking to him lack versatility moms membrane,
Creomulsion blends beechwood creo-of knowleAge. aote by special process with ether Mos
You're just kidding yourself when tested medicines for coug
hs. ne tid.
A "paternity ward" was opened
In a city . hospital. It's about time
the fahers were given some con-
sideration.
Experts on social customs may
have approved do-nut dunking—
but those squirts from grapefruits
have no social standing.
We've heard that worry is Use
interest paid on trouble before it%
due.
People who believe all they hear
—do entirely too much listening.
you think you have nothing to do
until tomorrow.
It is said the •big potatoes al-
ways get to the top of the basket.
Yes—but the little fellows have to
hold them there.
Be Quick To Treat
Bronchitis
Chronic bronchitis may (level%) W
your Cough, cheSt cold, or acute boo-
cliitls is not treated and you cannot af-
ford to take a chance with any medicine
less potent than Creomulai/ an whist
goes right to the seat of the trouble to
&lel loosen and expel germ &dm
and old nature to soothe lora
raw, tender, Inflamed bramble&
narco
No matter how many medicines you
have tried, teu your druggist to mil
a bottle at Creornulsion with the -
standing you must like the way It %milt.-
ly allays the cough, permitting =mama











Bring your car in and let us give it a thorough
change-over for the cold days ahead
• CHANGE OIL
• DRAIN and CLEAN THE RADIATOR
• CHECK BATTERY






• WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF
Seed _Cleaning
We are equipped and have the ex-
perience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.
WE ALSO HA'VE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRIND-
ING.
A.C.Butts &Sons
Phone 202-W or 2024 East State Line
Fulton, Kentucky
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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,LADIZS AID
Ladies Aid of the Cumberland
Piesbyterian Chuith met Monday
with Mrs. Bob White. The devo-
tional, with Thanksgiving as the
subject, was led by Mrs. J. H.
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David pertaining to Thanksgiving
were read, and songs of praise 'were
sung by those present. -Mrs. Bob
White lece in prayer.
Twelve members" and three vis-
itors were present. Mrs White
presided over the business session,
and Mrs. W. R. Reid dismissed
the meeting with prayer.
WSCS MET MONDAY
Ladies of the WSCS of the First
Methodist church met Monday af-
ternoon, with Mrs. Huntre Whito-
sell, /president, presiding. Mrs.
Irene I3oaz opened the meeting
with prayer, and reports were
heard by various chairmen.
Additional officers elected, be-
sides those chosen at the last meet-
ing, included Mrs. Morgan Omar,.
Jr., recording secretary; Mrs. Ward
McClellan, crairman of publicity;
Mrs. IL L. Jamison, chairman of
Group C; Mrs. Hugh Mac McClel-
lan, chairman of Loyal Crusaders.
Mrs. T. J. Krjuner, chairman of
the Spiritual Life groups, told of
plans foi- the wgrk next y'car. New
&ties were announced by respec-
tive chairmen, Mrs. Hoyt Moore,
Mrs. W. L. Roper, and Mrs. H. L.
Jamison. Mrs. W. E. Jackson and
Mrs. Tom Winsett weie announced
as new members.
A luncheon mgeting will be
held at the church on Monday,
December 2, when Christmas boxes
will be collected for the Wesley
House and Bethlehem Center.
ATWILL-BRASFIELD
The wedding of Miss Betty •Lou
Atwill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clem Atwill, to Robert Lee Bras-
field, son a Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Brasfield, was solemnized at five
o'clock Sunday afternoon, Novem-
ber 24, in, a simple home ceremony
at the home of the. bride's parents.
The double ring ceremony was
read by the Rev. Robert CovingtOn
before a I improvised altar banked
with flor. baskets of Chrysanthe-
mums and greenery.
As the ushers lighted the can-
dies. Miss Clarice Bondurant play-
I ed Melody of Love, Miss Dorothy
100 DRESSES
MUST GO! 
WE need the room for incoming Christmas
items, and we must sacrifice these 100 New
Fall Dresses at Far Below Our Cost!
All Sizes.
SALE STARTS
FRIDAY AT 9 A. M
Values To $1,24: sum.
$11,1 $8.00Values To
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Jean Jones of CISiton, sang "Al-
ways"( Berlin) and "I Love You
Truly (Bond). Miss Bondurant
played tbe traditienal wedding
marches and softly played "Till
the End of Time" during the pledg-
ing of the vows.
The bride and her fattaer were
preceded to the altar by Mrs. Las-
hon Killebrew, sister of tl.S‘ bride,
who was Mapron of Honor, Miss
Rose Murphy, Maid of Honor.
Miss Wilma Sue Brasfield, sister
of the groom, and Miss Jane At-
will, sister of the bride, were the
bridesmaids. .,
Howard Napier of Fulton was
best man and ushers were John
Koland Harrison and Lashon Kille-
brew. The groom's brother, John
Nofflet Brasfield, was ring barrier
and Sarah Ann Atwill, sister of
the bride was flower girl. She
wore a long white net over taffe-
ta.
The bride wore a dress of white
satin fashioned with sweetheart
neckline, long tight sleeves with a
short veil. She carried an imper-
ial' orchid mounted on a white Bi.
ble showered with white ribbon
and roses. The maid of honor wore
a pink net over taffeta fashioned
in full skid gathered in to a tight
bodice. and carried a bouquet was
pink Delight roses. The brides-
maids were gowned in yellow and
white dresses fashioned in full
skirts and tight bodices and car-
ried bouquets of pink delight roses.
Mrs. Atwill, mother of the bride
wore black with a shoulder cor-
sage of white carnations. Mrs.
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Brasfield's I the groom's mother,
also wore black with it shouldel
,..orsage of white carnations
A recreation followed the cere-
mony with a three tiered wediling
cake. The centerpiece was white
carnations flanked by white tapers.
Mrs. Rob Adams served the cake
and Mrs. J. T. Workman presided
at the punch bowl.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Brasfield are
t•adttates of Cayce high school in
the class of 1948. Mrs. Brasfield
wore for the wedding trip a gray
.,in-stripped suit with black acces-
sories and wore an orchid corsage.
WOMAN'S CLUB GAVE
BENEFIT PARTY
The annual Thanksgiving party
was held Thursday afterroon of
last week by the Fulton Woman's
Club, and the club room4as beau- ,
tifully decorated with autumn
flowers and leaves. The Thanks-
giving motif was carried out •in
tallies and scorepads to match.
Guests wei:e greeted'. by Mrs.
W. L. Durbin and Mrs. Robert Bur-
row. Bridge. rook"'and launco were
played at 37 tables. Mrs. R. C.
Joyner, third. Mrs. C. A. Boyd won
high at bunco and Mrs. Eugene
Hoodenpyle won at rook. Mrs. Her-
bert Goulder won the door prize.
RAMAN HOMEMA KERS
MET LAST WEEK
The November meeting of the
Hickman Homemakers Club was
held at the Club House Wednesday
of last week with 11 members and
two visitors present.
The business session was con-
ducted during the morning, with
the president, Mrs. Arthur Rose in
(-barge. Mrs. Hugh Chambers gave
the Landscape Hints for the month.
At noon a pot-luck lunch was
served.
In the afternoon the second of
the Hoolted Rug lessons was giv-
en by the assistant project leader,
Ars. John 'Watts. This lesson was
on "Dying 34aterials for,Rugs" anti
"Color for Rugs."
Mrs. Charles Glazier, in charge
or the recreation led the club in
playing games and singing Thanks-
v,iving Prayer.
The members who attended were
Mrs. Arthur Rose, Mrs. Charles
Glazier, Mrs. Claude Middleton,
Mrs. J. C. Lawson, Mrs. Jack Stahr
Mrs. Bertha Nugent, Mrs. John
Watts, Mrs. Paul Choate, Mrs. Hugh
Chambers, Mrs. Lena Parham and
Mrs. B. Parham. The visitors were




Members of the Victory Home-
makers are looking forward to the
pot-luck Christmas dinner. when
baked chicken with all the trim-
mings will be served. Gifts will
be disLibuted at the next monthly
meeting of the group, which will
be held December 17 at 10:30 a.
m., with Mrs. Roy D. Taylor.
AUTOGRAPH HUNTERS
RUSH CUGATS ORCHESTRA
AS IT STOPS HERE
Xavier Cugat's orchestra stop-
ped at the Smith Cafe last Fri
day at noon for lunch. Immed-
iately autographs hunters appeared
oti the scene seeking autographs.
Mr. Cugat himself was not with
them, but 35 of the musicians had
to do a lot of signing.
The popular orchestra was en
route from Memphis to St. Louis.
Card of Thanks
We wish to express our grateful
appreciation to those who were so
4cind and thoughtful during oui
recent sorrow.
G. W. GIVENS and FAMILY
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
I 1 qqq V 'T T T "I 'T \I I ' 'I '1 ‘11',,  'I
Something New In Rug
and Upholstery Cleaning!!
WE have installed lt complete rug cleaning
outfit, that will restore your rugs and uphol-
stery to their original beauty and color Many
homemakers have already tried this 11E' NV
service, and they declai.e "they have never
seen anything like it."
We Call For and Pick Up Your Rugs---Clean Them
Right In Our Plant, or Do "Location Cleaning"
On Both Rugs and Upholstering.
7 Advantages ot the "Quality Way" of Rug and Upholstery Cleaning:
I.—IT RELEASES AND NEUTRALIZES THE SOH. 310RE 1' THAN ANY OTHER
CLEANING METHOD.
2.—IT FLESHENS COLORS. CLARIFIES DESIGNS. RESTORES NATURAL FINISH—LEAVES
NO YEELOW OR GRAY TINGE AFTER CARPET OR UPHOLSTERING IS DRY.
3.—IT AIDS IN REMOVING MOST OF THE COMNION STAINS.
4 —IT DOES NOT LEAVE ANY STICKY RESIDUE THAT PICKS UP DUST—THAT LATEE
TURNS RANCID AND CAUSES DISAGREEABLE ODORS.
5.—IT PRESERVES THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF THE MATERIAL AND DOES NOT HAR
THE TEXTURE OR COLOR.
6.—IT DISINFECTS, DEORDORIZES, DEMOTHS—ACTS AS A 310TH REPELLANT.
7.—RUGS OR UPHOLSTERING CLEANED THE "QUALITY WAY" DRY FASTER.
Restore and Renew the Life of Your RUGS and UPHOLSTERING is Not
Only Much Better, But Also Quicker When Done the QUALITY WAY.
Quality Cleaners
Commercial Avenue Phone No. 4 Fulton, Kentucky










BOMB) LINDH AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COVA COMPANY BY







































































































FULTON. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1946. NUMBER FORTY-FOUR
--BUSINESS REVIEW OF  FULTON, KY.--
Browder Milling Co., Inc.
MANUFACTURERS
112 E. STATE LINE
The Browder Milling Company,
Inc., one of Fulton's oldest business
enterprises, manufacture and dis-
tiibute Queen's Choice and Superba
Flour, and all kinds of feed. They
hi,ve been successfully serving this
and surrounding territory for many
years. During that time they have
been a vital factor in the agricul-
tural and industrial progress of
this section, and are truly deserv-
ing ot their reputation as Master
Millers.
part.dSuper rsan ton,e tonSor tiue
Their mill is one of the best
4-quipped in the Ken-Tenn Terri-
to-3-, being thoroughly up-to-date,
air:d is operated upon scientific prin-
ciples for the production of flour
ti.nd the best grade of livestock and
OF FINE FLOUR AND ALL KINDS OF FEED
TELEPHONE 900
poultry feeds. , They manufacture
and distribute hog, cattle. horse,
and mule, and poultry feeds of all
kinds.
The products of the Browder
Milling Co., Inc., are well and fav-
orably known throughout this sec-
tion. They have always maintained
the policy of producting and distri-
buting only the best that modern
science and ingenuity could de-
vise. Not only is this a firm Mat
adds to our commercial and agri-
cultural efficiency, but the com-
munity derives no little benefit
from the publicity given as the
home of their popular brands of
flour and feed.s. Actual test has
shown their line of feeds and flour
to be superior and in great demand
where the best quality is wanted.
They know -the needs of people
through their long experience and
they are wining and ready at all
times to pass on to the general
public without charge the results
of their experience, tests and re-
search. If you have some puzzling
feeding problem don't hesitate to
ask the advice of the Browder Mill-
ing Co., Inc. The personnel of this
firm is courteous and considerate
of customer requirements. and glad
to serve them in any way possible.
In this business review we take
gerat pleasure in complimenting
the Browder Milling Co., Inc., upon
their well deserved success and in
directing the . attention of our
readers to this firm whenever they




it is not the purpose of this ar•
tit le to tell you about the 19413
Fards. Let it suffice to say that
they are the best and most beauti-
ha ever built, culminating many
years of continual progress. What
we want to do is tell you how to
make your car run longer and give
better service regardless of what
makers narne appears upon its
radiator.
Every Ford dealer must fulfill
et rtain, rigid requirements regard-
ing his service department. require-
ments that are laid down by the
Ford Motor Co., and unless he
meets these requirements he can-
mot keep his dealership. That is
why, when you take your car re-
NEAL WARD & SON
STOCKYARDS
Phone 161
Our industrial edition would not
he complete without mention of
the prominent business operation of
Neal Ward & Son, and their ex-
tensive operatiKts in the way of
ronducting, a market for the pur-
chase of livestock.
Through the years they have
been doing business they have al-
wawys been most fair and honest
in their negotiations and afford
the farmers a valuable market for
their livestock.
It is very important that the
farrners should have a market that
is up to the standard and this sec-
tion is fortunate in having such
extensive livestock dealers.
It takes men to handle a large
vohime of business, to be able to
get the right selling markets and
be able to pay the best prices.
These faets attract trade to the
section and make it a better place
as which to Uve and transact bus-
tees!.
If we did not have art establish-
ment of this kind much of the
livestock would have to be ship-
ped to the other cities and the
seller would not receive a price
that compares favorably with the
prices paid by Neal Ward & Son.
There can be no questioning the
fact that this company is one of
the most important livestock mar-
kets of the Ken-Tenn Territory.
They know the business which
they are engaged from A to Z.
We wish to complmient Neal
Ward 84 Son upon their commend-
able policies and the valuable ser-
vice they are rendering the pub-
lic_
PHONE 42
FORD SALES & SERVICE
gardless of make, to the Huddles-
ton Motor Co.. in Fulton. you can
be certain that whatever you wish
to be done will be done right.
Onee we thought that when a
had been driven forty or fifty
thousand miles it was worn out
and needed to be traded in. The
v.:ar and the resulting years of
stoppage of auto production, how-
ever. forced us to drive our cars
longer and under more adverse
conditions and thus we learned
that at fifty thousand miles a car
was only in the prime of life. To-
day because of service departments
like 'that of the Huddleston Motor
Co.. there are hundreds of thous-
ands of cars on the road that have
FULTON, KENTUCKY
been driven two hundred thousand
miles and more, and are still quiet
running and serviceable.
Given proper care and lubrica-
tion there is apparently no limit to
the number of miles a car can be
driven economically and that is
why you should get the habit of
bringing your car to the Huddles-
ton Motor Co. regularly for com-
plete lubrication a n d checkup.
Here expert factory trained me-
chanics go over your car and will
tell you exactly what you need
!ti obtain the inost pleasure and
profitable service out of your ear
or truck.
Bring your Ford back home for
service, and remember there's a
Ford in your future. '
THE FULTON BANK
406 LAKE ST. PHONE 2
Built on the solid rock of a
sound financial policy. the Fulton
Bank has stood as a "financial
pillar" of this community. The
policy of this bank has been shap-
ed nad directed by men in whom
the people have always placed
confidence.
From the organization of this
bank it has always been spoken of
as a "Bank of the People." This
reputation is well merited. This
bank has been strong and has
never catered merely to capitalist
or manufacturing interests. These
accounts have been handltd, to be
sure, but it has at the time been
a Banking Institution for the Farm-
er. Workingman, and the Small
Merchant Who is Just Beginning.
The management of this banking
institution is in a large measure
responsible for the fact that this
Bank has been ready and willing
to help aiiy business, large or
small, which by any jusUfication
merited help. The Directors and
Employees of this Bank are cour-
teous and obliging; they are anx-
ious to render a pleasing service,
and are there for the purpose of
trying to help solve the personal
problems of any and all of the Ps.
trons of this institution.
This readiness to accommodate
the people of this community has
increased the power and prestige
of this bank among the finatvial
institutions of this seetion.
The Fulton Bank has all the fa-
cilities for banking found in a met-
ropolitan bank. The most consider-
ate service is given on all Check-
ing Accounts. The officials who
have-charge of the granting of
loans are considerate of the titian-
needs of the patron vt:ho may
come for advice and aid.
We are pleased in this Edition
to bring before our readers the
Fulton Bank as among our strong
financial institutions and its direc-
tors and officlals are men that are
boosters for our Community and
are always back of every progres-
s ve projec .
R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
206 MAIN ST. PHONE If58
This modern jewelry stoee is
quite a factor in the social life of
this section, as it is headquarters
for the very latest in the jewelry
of the day.
Furthermore, it is a store that is
excellently appointed and carries a
select stock including diamonds,
pears' and precious stones, watches,
latest designs in wrist watches,
ring,s of all kind, necklac.es, fine
silverware, _clocks and many novel-
ties. These are all of the very lat.
eat style. They are offerd at prices
that are very reasonable and the
store is known as a place to secure
the most reliable jevrelry.
Under exLsting conditions R. M.
Kirkland n maldng every effort
to carry on their repair business as
usual, but parts and labors are 1111.
usually hard to obtain and they
request that the people of this
community bear with them until
conditions improve.
People of this community should
occasionally visit thls store and
keep up with the times. With the
changing styles of the day when
people wear much lesS compli-
cated attire this store will con-
tinually 4ke on pew importance
as more and more jewelry is re-
quired and we desire to compli-
FULTON PURE MILK CO. A. HUDDLESTON & CO.
East Fourth Phone 813-J
This firm conducts one of the
most modern and sanitary dairies
in this territory and earnestly in-
vites you to visit their plant and
see why their milk is so well liked
by the grown-ups as well as the
kiddies.
The manager, Mr. Burnett, has
one of the most prominent plants
in this part of the state. The place
is modern and up-to-date in every
particular, clean and sanitary
throughout. The business is con-
ducted along progressive lines and
we are gladi t say that thrs com-
pany is real credit to the commun-
ity.
They serve the public in a double
capacity for many farmers and
dairymen send their milk to this
well-known and reliable concern.
They have merited the reputation
which • they have established far
and wide for paying the top prices
at all times. This is a local insti-
tution, owned and operated by
dairymen, with the interest of the
home and country and at heart,
and it should receive considera-
tion of all the producers in this
section. Fair and straightforward
in their dealings it is not strange
that so many producers are ship-
ping them daily and receiving the
highest market prices.
A visit to the plant is very in-
teresting to the uninitiated. Their
business has increased so rapidly
and improvements have been made
from time to time that today they
have a model industry. Everything
in the plant is kept scrupulously
clean as it is the policy of the in-
stitution not only to produce the
proach to the acme of perfection
products that are as near an ap-
as modern machinery and up-to-
date -methods will permit.
Many mothers of so-called bot-
tle-fed babies highly praise the
energizing contents of this dairy's
pure pasteurized milk.
The Fulton Pure Milk Co. has
been closely allied with the busi-
ness interests of this section of
the state for some' time and has
been instrumental in the upbuild-
ing of this section of the country
and the institution should receive
the patronage of the people.
FINCH'S FULTON BAKERY
207 Commercial Ave.
Finch's Fulton Bakery operates a
model plant to which the public is
at all times invited to coine and
make a tour of inspection, for this
is a baking institution that would
do credit to any metropolitan city.
This model baking institution
does more than business about
town as the management has
reached out during the past years
and practically double the business
of the place, transacting a large
business and rendering the best
service to the patrons.
The baking industry is practi-
.a y s
"ire but the methods used in an-
cient times trive greatly changed
from the baking on a stone and in
rudely constructed ovens. Today
it is quite different and at this
bakery the latest models of ma-
chinery and ovens are used in the
production of products for con-
sumption.
This modern concern is equipped
to take care of the wants of this
Telephone 128
section for some time to come as
the limit of production has not
been reached.
The very best of materials enter
into the high class products and
so great has been the care to ren-
der the best service that the place
has been equipped from a mchan-
ical standpoint with modern mach-
inery.
The baked goods produced at
this shop are in great demand.
Truly has it been said: "The taste
tells the tale." And that is why
Finch's bread is so popular.
When you buy Finch's products
you can be certain of their clean-
liness and purity.
The manager of this bak.ery has
provided the very latest of scien-
tific equipment and uses only the
purest of ingredients. This, coupled
with the fact that they have most
acute taste and employ master
bakers who follow the directions
explicitly. accounts for the excel-
lent_baked goods that are meeting
such wide approval in this section.
ment the management on condilei-:
ing a store that attempts to meet
the demands of the day.
Whether selection jewelry for
yourself, for a wedding present or
a gift for any other occasion you
will find that when you make your
choice from the stock offered at
the R. M. Kirkland Jewelery store
you will not only be choosing in
good taste, but will be selecting
something that will give pleasure
for years to come.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL
302 CARR lisrr.° M ErnoNE 7-J
It is eminently fitting and
proper that we in this review of
our civic progresa devote conspic-
uous space in expressing a vote of
appreciation for the magnanimous
and whole-hearted service which
is being extended by the Horribeak
Funeral Homt of Fulton. It would
be an impossibility to find an up-
to-date firm of funeral directors
who have given their calling a
closer study or is better equipped
to serve our people than this firm.
Their services meet with the ap-
probation of the people and their
work is continually the praise of
the residence of this section.
When these modem funeral di-
rectors' take charge, every detail
from the greatest to the smallest
can be left in their bands. They
know from their years of experi-
Ince and training just what should
be done and when and in what
manner it should be accomplished.
They offer their many patrons
the finest equipment for all classes
of funerals, including some of the
fines and most distinctive auto
equipment built. All other equip-
Palle is of the very best and they
are in a position to furnish every-
thing needed, thus relieving the
clients of the many little and seem-
ingly trivial details.
- After carrying on alone all dur-
ing the war, Mrs. Ann Hornbeak
in May of 1945, took into partner-
ship her brother, Mr. C. W. Whit-
nel. As co-owner Mr. Whitnel has
been active in the management of
the business and has up an
enviable reputation for courteous
and efficient service.
Through professional work and
service of the highest type this
firm has well merited the success
which they achieved for it is gen-
erally known that they have con-
ducted some of the largest funerals
of this section most satisfactorily
and conscientiously. With a marked
degree of courtesy and efficiency.
The Hornbeak Funeral Home has
won the confidencc and heartfelt
commendation of thPir many clients
who have found supreme satisfac-
tion in being relieved of the many
troublesome and vexatious' details
in the time of sorrow, by the rea-
son of their comprehensive seryice.
Experience: A new-fangled name
for old-fashioned sin.
HARDWARE
212 Main Phone 120
It is without doubt ncessary
that an immense stock of goods be
carried by the hardware dealer
who wishes to be successful and
keep pace with the demand of his
customers. In this present day of
hurry and rush the patron de-
mands that his call for a nail or
a screw be given the same care-
ful attention as though he were
buying a bill of hardware.
At this popular establisiunent
particular attention is given this
feature. They will be pleased to
welcome all patrons. As A. Hud-
dleston & Co., has a stock that
comprises thousands of very nec-
essary articles, it can readily be
seen that hundreds of people are
continually visiting this store.
One of the features of this store
is the fact that the salesmen are
authorities on painting and under-
stand the harmonious combination
of colors. They will be able to tell
you just how much paint, oil, etc.,
you need to paint the house, barn
or interior and will assist you in
picking out the colors that will
make it a place of charm and
beauty.
A. Huddleston & Co., have al-
ways prided themselves on furn-
ishing the people of all the sur-
rounding territory with the very
highest in quality. Their exper-
ience in the buying world and
their familiarity with the manu-
facturing, wholesale and retail
condtions in the trade has placed
them in a position to be able to
secure the highest quality in this
line.' They have built up their
business upon the policy of furn-
ishing the very highest quality at
reasonable prices.
They have been responsible for
much of the improvement in the
appearance of real estate in this
part of the country. They have
furnished the contractors and the
people with their products for
many of the fine residences and
large buildings for exterior and
interior work and thus their busi-
ness activities have aided in the
onward development of the Kert-
Tenn Territory.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
396 LAKE ST. PHONE 77
There is a certain satisfaction in
doing business with a National
bank. The people of this commun-
ity are indeed forttinate in having
in Fulton the City National Bank,
one of the strongest finan.cial in-
stitutions in this section.
From the beginning, the history
of this institution shows an un-
broken success until today it stands
as one of the most solid banks of
this section. The banking quarters
are equipped with the latest im-
proved fire and burglar-proof safes
and vaults. A general banking
business is done, along legitimate
lines in accord with safe and ap-
proved banking methods.
The City National Bank is an in-
stitution of strength, worth and
character.
The officers of this strong finan-
cial institution are men of highest
integrity and business ability, and
are classed as among the most
conscientious and progressive citi-
zens of this section.
It Is the purpose of tht directors
to make this Ft bank of real service
and usefulness by furnishing the
very best obtainable along bank-
ing lines.
In this section, the attention of
readers is directed to this strong
financial instiution as one of the
distinctive features of the business
and industrial efficiency of this
section. We are proud that there
are such institutions within our
midst dud show as much progres-
siveness and interest in their com-
munity as has been shown by the
officers and directors of the City
National Bank. •
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Puckett & Son A. C. BUTTS  & SONS CITY MOTOR CO. neen
Sales —CHEVROLET— Service 
rcnnY SERVICE STATION
STANDARD SE
106 W. State Line
In this motorized age there are
many super gas stations to serve
the driving public. As service in
these stations improve it beeomes
increasingly necessary for the sta-
tion owner to meet keen competi.
tion. He must have a thoroughly
modern Station, handle a superior
grade of gasoline and give excellent
service. These qualifications are the
high standard upon which Puckett's
Standard Station is operated. Built
on the policy of good mei-ellen-
dise and service at a minimum
cost, this station has enjoyed its
rightfullY earned succel.
Under the management of Mr.





306 Main Phone 147
Phone 24
vice and the handling of gasoline
and motoraoils. For top results and
action in your car, this writer sug-
gests that you stoo at Puckett's
Standard Station and have your
car checked. With winter coming
on, a thorough check-up on the
type of oil, gasoline and antafreeze
being used means dollars saved.
We are glad to include the Puck-
ett Standard Station in our Review
of Progress and reComrn. end them
to our readers. They are located at
106 V.a. State Line, and here you
will find a station that is a con-
venient ancl economical place to
stop. Tires, batteries—washing and
greasing—pick-up and delivers' sem
vice.
A large number of people in
this section have learned that the
quality and price that prevails at
the Boaz & Hester Grocery and
food market cannot be duplicated.
This popular retail market is
one of the prominent establish-
ments. of its kind in the commun-
ity. Providing as it does only the
finest quality of meats and gro-
ceries at most reasonable prices.
They have had years of expere
ience and know the retail meat
and grocery business.
This prominent market is strict-
ly modern, clean and sanitary.
Purchasing as they do only the
finest grades of foodstuffs and
keeping it in their up-to-date meth-
od, the public is assured of only
the best foods. In fact when any-
one speaks of grceeries. meats m
vegetables the peoples of' this com-
munity think of Boaz & Hesterai
food market.
nothing that brings them so much ,
business as this ayliabikats.a
They have had a wide and
varied experience in the coal busH
Mess. They have gained knowledge
that can be gained only by ex-
perience and through this are able
to secure for their patrons a ser-
a;.se not usually found in the coal
nisiness.
With this reputation for reli-
ability and dependability. it is no
wonder that they have increased
their patronage until they are now
one of the largest in this commun-
ity. They are indeed authorities
upon coal and its allied lines.
In this business review we
wish to extend our congratulations
:Ines & Son. and refei
taerri to oar many readers.
DUKE'S AUTO PARTS
205 East State Line
Phone 910
Duke's Auto Parts Coe your
Here you not only save on the 
NAPA Jobber is a good man to
knoW, with his modern and up-price of your meats, groceries and
to-date aut parts and accessoryvegetables but you receive the
store, carrying a complete stockbest foods and quick and courteous
and being prepared to meet theservice. They take great pride in
demands of any motorist or gar-serving the public promptly and
ageman with superior products.obligingly. If you are not familiar
When this well known firrnwith the different cuts of meats
to started in business they determ-they will gladly explain them
ined to handle only the best autnyou. Many eustomers have learned
supplies and replacement parts.the relative value of different cuts
They know these parts thoroughlyof meat throuah the courtesy of
and because of their knowledgethe Boaz & Hester Grocei v.
Daily thi,, knopt,r, ccncern . and experience are able to be of
the utmost scrviee to the peopleis serving more people. The de-
of this section.mend fcr their prodacts is always
Scientific selling must be borninereasIng. They meet with appro-
bat1on of the public and there are 
of scientific knowledge and be-
cause Duke's Auto Parts Co. knowfew in this vicinity who are not
their parts thoroughly they areacquainted with this establishment.
'able to pass on to their customersIn this business review we wish
much valuable information con-to congratulate the community
auto. truck parts and sup-upon having such a wholesome,1.=ejning
sanitary establishment, so ably I ch'es. TheY 
are prepared to give
their many customers any inform-managed. in their midst.
ation desired anti consider it their
duty and a part of their business
to do so. When you seek informa-
tion or advice from Duke's you
don't get a curt or hurried reply.
A courteous response with com-
prehensive knowledge is returned
to every request and you are not
obligated in any way because you
ask questions.
Duke's Auto Parts Co,. has made
honesty and fair dealing the cor-
nerstone of their business and it
has brought them customers from
all around. Both old and new ens-
tomers are urged to use the tele-
phone if they find that more con-
venient.
In this review of our civic pro-
gress it gives us great pleasure to
toss a bouquet to Duke's Auto
Parts for their splendid business
methods and principles and to
suggest to our readers that when
in need of anything in their line
they should consult this modern,
progress firm.
P. T. JONES & SON
COAL DEALERS
E. State Line Phone 702
'This well known firm has suc-
cessfully supplied this community
with all kinds of fuel for many
years. They do a large volume of
business and area yearly building
a more substantial establishment.
They are a reliable firm that
gives correct weight, first quality
and superior service. They demand
the best to be had from the min-
ers and jobbers and after repeated
refusals of coal shipments, these
jobbers have learned not to send
anything but the best. They de-
mand a specific standard for their
customers.
They aim toward the perfect
coal, coal with no clinkers. no
soot, maximum heat units and
very little ash--coai with wonder-
ful burning qualities and at prices
no higher than that asked by
others for interior grades.
P. T. Jones & Son ean absolutely
be depended upon to deliver to
you the kind of coal you order.
They not only aim to please but
do please as is shown by their
long list of standing and repeat
orders.
This firm specializes in superior
service. They have their trucks in
readiness for deliveries at all
times and will make deliveries Bachelors are fellows that look- ,when promised. Perhaps there is ed before taey jumped
WHY WORRY ABOUT INDIA?
American newspapers continue to
report communal violence in India,
with copious details as to the num-
ber of persons killed and injured
In the rioting between the factions
in that country.
It should be noted that the num-
ber of ,Indians killed in the strife
up tO this time does not compare
with the number of Americans kill-




403 E. State Line Pho. 602
Prominent among the progressive
institutions of this territory is this
up-to-date market where nation.
ally known and advertised brands
of staple and fancy groceries and
meats are featured.
The popularity of this stoae is
not alone due to these well known
brands of canned or packed goods
but in a very great measure to the
personality of the managempnt. It
is not only their aim to carry at
times a complete line of thtse
,eornmodities, but to do so in such
a manner that the people will en-
joy their periods of marketing
which so many find such an irk-
some task.
A. C. Butts & Sons sold groceries
to the people of this community
for many years. That they have
been most successful is shown by
their wide patronage. They have
a long list of customers who have.
seldom bought groceries anywhere
else. These patrons know that
they will receive the best quali
ties at all tims. They know that
their orders will be filled equally,
promptly and efficiently.
A. C. Butts SC Sons also operate
a modern feed mill and do high
class seed cleaning.
The watchword here is service.
The whole atmosphere is one of
courteous, pleasant and efficient
attention, that at once wins you
to the store. You'll find it not only
pleasant but profitable to buy your
groeeries and supplies at this re-
liable store.
They know that for quality their
line of quality groceries, meats
and canned goods cannot be ex-
celled. You will always 'find the
select and unusual at this rebottle
‹tore.
We take great pleastire in this
msiness review in complimenting
A. C. Butts & Sons upon their high
class grocery and their efficient
dependable service. We desire to
urge our readers if they are not
familiar with this market to pay
them a visit.
LAKE ST. PHONE 38
Prior to the stoppage of auto
production due to the war almost
as many Chevrolets weee' sold as
its two nearest competitors com-
bined. Such leadership was not the
result of an accident because Chev-
rolet maintained the lead for years.
This prominence in the automobile
field was attained because Chev-
iolet was an outstanding value and
the Chevrolet dealer organization
was such that Chevrolet owners
knew that when service was nec-
essary they could get it and it
would be the best.
Knowing that service was of
prime importance to the car owner
the Chevrolet Motor Company -laid
dowwn certain requireinents that :
Chevrolet dealers must adhere to
it they wanted to remain dealers.:
Their sole purpose was to provide
good service for a good automo-
ton is noreltception - to the rule,
bile.
The City Motor Company in Ful•
for their, serviee department is
modern in every respect and Chev-
rolet owners and the owners of
Ater makes of cars as well know
that when they take their car to
City Motor Company, whatever
needs to be done will be correctly
done.
Expert mechanics using modern
equipment and having a sincere
pride in their work have earned
for the City Mortor Co. an enviable
reputation among the motorists of
this secuon, as well as the travel-
ing public'.
Constant improvement has been
the motto of Chevrolet and it is
the motto of the City Motor Co.
as wele Just as Chevrolet main-
tains its lead' among motor cars
ate auee of constant improvement,
.he City Motor Co. will maintain
its lead among automobile dealers
ay 1- eing ever on the aleit to im-
prove their service to the motoring
public.
The City Motor Co. guarantees
to its customers that there will be
no increase in price other than
regular factory increases. In other
words they will the price line.
It is vvith pleasure that in this
review we can point to the City
Phone 172-JMotor Co. as 2n outstanding exam- 458 Lake
ple of the house that service built
l'and we are glad to recommend Smith's Cafe is one of the most
The Williams Hardware Com- ! them to our readers. popular cafes in this section and
pany has become weli known to I merits t'ne large patronage it re.
of the nationally advertised pro- KNIGHTON'S SHELL 
reives. for it is one of the cleanest.
the people of this section because
aucts that they handle and because table foods, to be found . in this
of the excellent service they ren- SERVICE STATION • territory., Very popular with the
der. traveling public. as well as the
1 In the implement dei5artment FOURTH & CARR PHONE 25.5 :people of this city and adjacent
they feature dependable John Deere !territory.
machinery. The name John Deere The rapid development of the I This restaurant has gained a
needs no introduction to the peo-
ple of this or any other commun-
ity, for it is a name that has been
known and honored in the imple-
ment business for more than a
hundred years. John Deere was a
pioneer in the implement business
and the company continues to pio-
neer today. It is characteristic,
however, that while John Deere is a business that is no longer prob- taste of the most fastidious.
ever striving to produce new im- lematical, but is based on engi. Clearainess is one of the out-
plements that will lessen labor on neering facts and orderliness. ' standing featureti of the Smith
the farm, they have never gone; All stations, of course, do not Cafe. and is not eonfined to tables
into mass production of an imple- ;measure up to this standard. The and the silverware and food thatment until it was thoroughly farm- Knighton Service Station. at Carr is brought to the attention of
tested to prove whether or not it and Fouth in Fulton, has demon- everyone, but extends to the kitch-was practical. Likewise, the Wil-
liams Hardware Co., requires proof
that any product will perform up
to the claims of the manufacturer
before they will display it on their
floor and recommend it to their
friends.
In the appliance department the
Williams Hardware Co. handles
the world famous Crosley line of
electrical appliances for the home
and farm. Washers, ironers, ranges
radios, refrigerators and a host of
other items, are handled at this up-
to-date store, and every appliance
is backed not only by the guaran-
tee of the manufacture but also by
the reputation and integrity of the
Williams Hardware Co.
We could go on for pages, tellin
you about the high qual1414' pro-
ducts handled by this proAtessive
Fulton firm, but a visit to:: tIseir
store is the only way to gain a
reaily comprehensive idea of the
extent of their' builness, and it is
this reporter's suggestion that our
leaders do that very thing at the
earliest possible date.
Ws are glad in this review to
recommend the Williams Hardware
Co., their products and their ser-
vices to our readers.
GOOD GULF PRODUTCS
Carr & State Line
DEMYER MARKET
246 FOURTH ST. PHONE 118
When you want nice fresh cuts
of meat do not forget this' store,
es it is headquarters for many
people from all the surrounding
territory for meats of all kinds—
beef, pork, chickens, ect., featuring
everything of the best. They have
the latest refrigerating system
and the place is kept in the most
anitary manner, having made fem.
out their slogan, "Better Meats.•'
they -have equipped the store
with the latest of scientific refrig-
erating devices and thus are pre-
pared for the proper handling ot
:ill provisions SO that eaten they
arrive at your place they are in
very best of condition.
"Quality, courtesy and serviee-
are the watchwords of this estab-
lishments and no matter what you
may desire you will find, whether
you go in person or call over the
teleprone, that you will receive a
courteous and intelligent answer to
any question you may ask.
They will gladly at the DeMyer
Market make tasty suggestions for
yea you so that your menu will
be changed each day and thus youi
cooking will receive that well
merited praise that.is due the in-
telligent housewife.
'at making this review of thi.• bus-
ness of this section and noting the
Tai it of the times, we see that
he management of this store is in
iron accord with the trend of the
day. and we wish to compliment
the DeMyer Market upon the com-
mendable position ae.cupied in the
ausiness life of Fulton, and to sug-
geat to our readers that they will
find a visit to this store will be
wotrh while and that life will be
one uhbroisen chain of pleasant
dinners'if selections are made from
the excellent stock of foods.
WILLIAMS HDW. CO.
207 E. FOURTH PHONE 169
,eutomobile is the marvel of the age
for this development was made de-
spite the years of poor and hap-
hazard servteing. The modern ser-
vice station of today has been
evolved out of a mass of opinions,
experirnents a n d contradictions
that for years were the despair of
motorists. Out of chaos has come
strated rts ability to serve us nisi
as efficiently and with the same
thorough as any aervice station in
the large cities. A thorough famil-
iarity with the various makes of
automobiles and their requirements
tires. batteries and the many other
necessities, with a sineere desire
to please motorists of every class
has made this station one of the
most prominent and popular in this
section of the state. They handle
that high grade Shell gasoline and
motor oils, whcih assure the mr
torist of top quality and service.
Whether it be a wash and Polish,
a complete lubrication job, refuel-
ing, repair or installation of a new
tite or tube, you will find each
employee has been selected for his
ability to do a good job with a
smile.
Many people from the Out-of-
town communities bring their carp
there at reviler intervals and haye
them eompletely serviced. Regular
serving of an automobile will add
many miles Of usefulness and re-
duce driving worries to a mini-
mum. Knighton's Service Station
is an institution of which Fulton
should be proud, and we are glad
to recommend it to our readers.
SMITH'S CAFE
most senitary eafes serving pale-
name that has spread far and wide
as a place where the local and
traveling people can more than
satisfy their demands in the man.
ner of obtaining food. Their dis-
play of fine food consists of not
only the prime necessities of life
but many delicacies offered that
are inviting and tempting to the
en v.'here the dishes are all steril-
ized, and to those places only fre-
quented by the management and
the assistants.
The food is prepared in such a
way that to the uninitiated the
thought at once comes that there
never was such a good place to
eat. Poor restaurants are not the
exception by any means. It is a
pleasure to have such a modern
and up-to-date place as Smith's
to which to refer the stranger as
well as local people.
Hue,h Fly, the manager, has
made a special study oi the busi-
ness and consequently is striving
to give the people just a lithe bet-
ter all the time. They have ar-
ranged the place so that it is very
attractive and he insists that, the
service be kept prompt and courte-
ous.
How is a bride to knew who was
tbe best man at her wediang when
only her husband goes on the hon-
eymoon.
We make friends, not by explain-
ing things to other folks, lent by
allowing others to explain to us.
Money can talk, but it never
gives itself away.
Phone 507
This downtown station wimse
interests are located at the corner
of Carr & State Line, is rendering
an exceptional service and theie
increasing popularity is evidence
of the public appreciation.
This firm handles leading pro-
You will find that this station 'car-
ries that popular Good Gulf (Aso-
line and quality motor oils. It is a
common occurrence among the
people who use Gulf gasoline and
oil to drive their cars for a year
at a time without necessityeof ino-
tor repair. They have had more
than average experience in the
wry icing ota automobilese
In buying from the Perra.. Sm.
vire Station, you are getting the
. best oil and gas anti allied products
from a most reliable dealer.
In this ieview we wish to reconi-
mead the Perry Service Station to
our readers as an institution well
worthy of their patronage. You
will always find thcmi prompt,
courteous and reliable_ for they
strive to render satisfactory. de-
pentiable service at all times.
MEL SIMONS'
Vulcanizing-Recap Shop
401 Main Phone 478
The war has taught the Arnett-
' can people many things. but of
prime interest in our economy is
the lesson that certain things
properly taken care 01 will last
much longer that we ever thought
eossible. One thing that WaS learn.
WilS that a good tire skich as
Mel Simons handles, eould if kept
properly inflated, be driven until
the tread was smooth .and then
could be brought to Simons' for
recapping and he driven many
thousand miles more. If it were
not for the pointers on the care of
tires given the motorists of this
section by Simons and for his ex-
cellent vulcanizing and recapping
mans. cars in this section would
mday be laid up for laak of tires.
Simons' has with his service,
b!...en of-great benefit to the mo-
,orists of this section. and are just-
ly deserving of their ever increas-
ineopotronage. Someone has said
tr.! service is the keynote of all
,!..c.•si and this fiim has earned
mei] merited succss.
Now that tires are a little easier
ta obtain than riming the war,
Simons hopes that the people of
this section will not toren sonic
of the lessons of tire economy
learned during the war. This firm
feels that all people should keep
the hubit of. having tires reguliu--
ly inspected and all little cuts and
bruises repaired. Motorists should
also keep the habit of changing
tires from one wheel to another so
that the wear will be more even,
and, last but not least, maintain
the proper air pressure. There is
lo better place to have your tires
looked after than at Simons.
Thas firm has given excellent
service to the people of this com-
munity and will continue to ren-
der that same kind of service.
About half of our time is spent
in doing things we should have
done yesterday.
. A friends of ours said his son
wa,s loking for a wife that is too
proud to make him work.
If it pays to be careful, the more
caieful you are the better it pays.
Romance usually flees with rheu-
matics.
A man regained his sight after
60 years of 'blindness. Probably
wondered what had happened to
women
Troubles seem to multiply a lot
faster than they subtract.
When Man discovers she's a cat
'instead of the "little kitten" 'he
married, the honeymoon is over.
Those who wait for opportunity
to knock probably knock them-
selves out of a lot of opportunity.
eafolding hands is either a case of
love. or self-defense.
A lot of fellows need the spark
of ambition applied to the seat of
their pants.
'Tis said that man is the differ-
ence between a blond and a bru-
nette.
Some of the people who fall in
love at first sight, wish they had
taken a second look.







































































































-BUSINESS REV1p1V OF FULTON
ROZZELL GROCERY
914 E. STATE LINE PHONE 62R
This wee known market is one
store in this community where
the housewife knows she can se-
lect the best in foods and at a rea-
eonable price. This store is mod-
ern and up-to-date in every re-
spect, elean and sanitary through-
out, the business is conducted
along progressive lines and we are
proud to say that they are a credit
to the commercial life of East Ful-
ton.
Here is your local market with
the interest of your home and
community at heart. Fair and
straightforward in their business
dealings, it is not strange that they
have reached success.
To be able to make certain of
getting the best groceries and
meats. and other allied products
is a great boon to any city. At this
grocery you will find the sales
people have the ability of giving
you exactly what you v;ant a large
or small order receives the same
courteous treatment.
The management of Rozzell's
Grocery sees that quality is high
and that you receive always
choicest of everything. This.. is the
place where the highest of quality
prevails at the lowest possible
cost. All that is needed is a trial
to convince the most exacting.
The public is thus assured of a
market of the very highest grade
eight here at home and thus it
merits the consideration and liberal
support of both farmers and town
'folks. •
The owner will be found to be
courteous and ascommodating at
all times.
KY HDW. & IMPL. (0.
324 Walnut Phone 132
Whether need be a kitchen
range os a pound of nails. they are
wanted at on.se and this produces
a demand on the hardware man.
Ile must have a complete stock
and be able in every way to keep
pace with the demands of his
customers. Prompt -service to all
41••••• who come. whether they want a
tstck hammer oi• a stove. has been
.ont 1,t- busines- policies of this
pr, torc.
Only tlit best rationally knoe
brands ere carried end Seek re
every riSsle on the shelves of this
store are those assurances of satis-
faction: Ili* tecord of ;his store it-
sr le le • es re le, prominent
ma• , seme.: ; el
wale lit., sele le ie. 'Flea theS•
rr-.• public have
met s• i spproval is evi-
dencre• et oveh et the bus;
iness since it was starteti.
With the farmers of the com-
munity. this store is always a fav-
orite place. So mar.v items of hard-
ware are needed on the farm and
most farmers want nothing but the
most dependable brands.
Another special feature of in-
terest to both farmei and city
people is their wide assortment of
high grade tools. They can be se-
cured here most siAisfactorily.
The Kentucky Hardware & Im-
plement Co., has succeeded •by
making service to the public their
chief concern. This policy has been
followed not only in the business
but through their entire lile as
well as public spirited Maims of
the community.
WILLIAMS GROCERY
216 LAKE ST. POET. POO. 138
Williams Grocer), is an exten-
Five dealer in extra standard gro-
ceries and pure food products.
They enjoy a large and well
merited patronage from the city
and surrounding territory. This
popular firm has makes steady
progress. and handles leading
lines of food products for the . ac-
commodation of th.e public. They
have an enviable record for ren-
dering prompt and courteous ser.a
vice.
Mr. Williams has conducted his
business along modern scientifie
lines, assuring the public of pure,
wholesome foodstuffs. Not has this
firm seen fit to take advanthge of
the general tendency to raise prices
needleSely, as have many dealers,
but on the other hand have been
moderate in. selling.
By reason of their fair dealing
with the public their patronage
has increased until today the firm
is visited daily by hundreds, not
only from its home city, but from
the surrounding territory. Where:
ever in need of anything in their
line, our readers could not do bet-
ter than to visit this popular store
and be convineed and see the pro-
resets which they offer in abun-
dance and at prices that are ex.
tremely reasonable.
The management of the Williams
Grocery is well known for its poli-
cies, and its continual progress.
It is a local concern operated by




Today At studying the style of
Benjamin Franklin I mentioned- to
my class the old-time oratory that
Franklin rebelled against two cen-
turies ago and that lasted down into
eur own time. Many of my students
eould hardly believe that anybody
ever took seriously the grandiloqu-
ence that used to be regarded so
highly. When I tried to show them
an old-time orator worked, I got
laughter rather than applause. I
could not help feeling sorry for the
dead and gone speakers who used
Ito make us tingle along the spine
and who apparently enjoyed -so
:much the sound of their own voices.
When I first started to school a•
way from home. there were ssveral
required courses in what was van
;ously known as elocution, reading,
and public speaking. The squeakiest
voiced young vstaman might be tot-
ed to talk like a big, strong he-
man. and none of us were suppos-
e to laugh or wonder why. There
wet e a half dozen styles that were
Jriven into our heads, though for
the life of men I could not tell or-
eund from ordinary in most of the
esices. But we drilled and drilled
end pretended to enjoy each other
n proportion to the unnaturalness
of our readings. I have attended
sesugh exercises of that sort to
entitle me to a string of medals or
let of forgiveness for many bad
,hines that• I have done. My part
the world held on tenaciously to
:his older form of public speaking
e most of the rest of the world
tied dropped it. Tones, gestures,
eistures—how inany times we
eectived them and hoped by their
0:sect use to "win friends and in-
luence people." in *a later over-
see-eel phrase. Some of us failed
• errive with our affeatud inton-
ations and wooden gestures and
gs• eisgusted with the vshole thing.
And thereby hangs a tale.
• ecgices, even et out• little
testesi -aeirld. we learned that
. fleeted tones and maners
were out of style elsewhere and
that we were only making our-
selves ridiculous. Some of us, but
not all, adopted a plain, conversa-
tional manner that was as informal
as talking. I for one did just that
thing and was soundly scolded by
an older member of our faculty
'or being too familiar with my au-
dience. This elderly gentleman felt
that a teacher should be aloof,
dignified, learned in appearance
and in speech. I respoated his' own
. cholarship, in spit of his formal
manners, but I did not turn back-
to the affectation that had soured
on me. It must have been ten
years before that old gentleman
quite recovered from having to see
a college teacher talking publicly
es if he were a mere guest in a
private home and not a great ir.lan
on exhibition. Today if someone
were to come to our convocation
and speak seriously some of the
high falutin' stuff that used to be
the rule, our students would re-
gard the orator as a deliberate hu-
morist and would laugh uproari-
ously. That very thing happened a
few years ago when a representa-
tive of a business and professional
women's club spoke at our chapel:
The speaker put on the airs that
were once quite the thing and got
the roundest applause as a humor-
ist. Until this day she probably
thinks she was being cheered for
her fine attempt at oratory.
Public speaking is still We're and
should 'remain, but ii has lost most
of its old time glambur.' People
need to learn how to speak, 'note
as much as ever, but they need
nest to have something to say ra-
ther than an artistie way of speaks
ing without disturbing the brein
cells of the listeners. There * are
certain tricks of the 'trade, of
course, but they arc not found in
books and cannot be taught very
effectively. The great ' speaker ofe• •
our time develops his own style
and talks in his own way. If he
uses gestures, he accidentally or
naturally uses them. If his tones
change, he is at best only partially
conscious of the fact: he has some-





"But We Gave It Long and Ser-
ious Consideration." Those are the
exact words of President Truman
in his radio address to the nation
on Monday evening, October 14,
1946.
The President was enumerating
the several proposed remedies to
alleviate the meat shortage situa-
tion, as e prelude to announcing
the only real solution— to remove
all controls on meat and let the
tried and proven law of supply
and demand put meat once again
on the tables of Mr. and Mrs. Am-
erce. Said the President: "Some
even suggested that the govern-
ment go out on to the farms and
ranges and Seize the Cattle for
Slaughter. This would indeed be
a drastic remedy. But we gave it
long and serious ssonsideration. We
decided against the use of this ex-
,rerne Wartirrie emergency power
of government. It would be wholly
Impracticable Because the Cattle
Are Spread Throughout All Parts
of the Countey."--
What a statement to come from
the lips of our Chief Executive,
who just a year and a half ago
Swore to uphold the Constitution!
I listened in utter horror— hoped
that my ears had deceived me—
but the following morning the
newspapers confirmed that the
President really had said. "We
gave Tong and serious eonsedera-
tion" to seizing the cattle, and had
Riven as the only reeson for aban-
doning the idea that it was IM-
PRACTICABLE.
The President knows that Article
IV of the Bill of Rights says: "The
right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses. papers and
effects, against the unreasonable




One of the most modern and up-
to-date service stations in this part
of the country, the Goodwin Ser-
vice Station, corner Eddings and
Valley, is deserving of the patron-
age of our readers. They feature
Good Gulf Oil Products and Gulf
tires and tubes.
This station has become recog-
nized as one of the leading dealers
in the Ken-Tenn Territory, and
their business is ever increasing pn
account of their excellent service,
fair prices and the qua3ity of the
prOdUctS they handle.
Mr. Goodwin understands the
chaeeteristies of high class motor
Phone 1108
lubricants. He is an authority on
the kind of oil you need for your
particular auto, truck or tractor.
Every car, part of a car, and
every truck, needs a particular
kind of oil to get the best satis-
faction. The lubrication system, the
speed of the engine, and many oth-
er items are taken into considera-
tion and you should, before using
any engine, see that you have the
advice of an expert on the kind of
oil needed for correct lubrication.
We are glad to recommend
Goodwin's Gulf Service to all ous
leaders and eurnmend them for
their fine super service station.
SOUTHERN Chicken Shack
305 Lake St. Ext. Highway 45 Phone 9173
Conveniently located at 305 Lake ,
Street Extension on Highway 45 in
Fulton is the Southern Chicken
Shack, a fine eating place for the
,solored people. It is an asset to
their section of town. The delic-
iousness of the well-served meals
at this place creates a warm spot
in the hearts of local colored peo-
ple and tourists who come from
many points.
They are well known and liked
by the entire community. Many of
the local colored people enoy fre-
quent freedom from the chores of
preparing meals at home by din-
ing here.
Don't forget to recommend the
Southern Chicken Shack to visitors
from far and near as a good place
to dine.
violated—."
How much better itewould have
been. how much more reassuring
if the President had said:
"There were some who deigned
to suggest that your government
should go out on to the farms and
ranches and seize the cattle. We
did not give this proposal one sec-
eters consideration. Even 'though
sosr Chief Executive could use his
,,artirrie emetgency powers as a
1 psetext for taking such a drastic
, distatoriel action, the fact remains
that this nation is not at war.
-As yOtir President. I am sworn
to preserve the Constitution. I
mean to keep that oath. Cattle ow-
ners may not be showing the prop-
er attitude in withholding their
cattle from the market. Two
wrong, however, do not make a
right and I .a2annot commit the
second wrong by violating the
Constitution which I have sworn
to uphold.
"We know that the rank and
file of the American people Ruts a
value on its freedom and rights
far beyond a full stomach, even of
Meat. Seizure of the cattle now




INVESTIGATION INTERVAL — Pausing
for a chat and a smile during an interval of
the Senate War Investigating Committee
session In Washington. D. C., are, left to
right: Sec'y of War Robert Patterson, Sen.
James M. Mead IDNY), Committee Chair.
man, and Ssn. Horner Ferguson (R-Mich),
member of the Committee. -
Pretty Jane Webb
of the "Those Web-
hs e"s aP et°a egari ma
w.retacetocerder reproduce














dent and editor of
the Sheboygan, Wis.,
Press, who was re-
cently elected Grand
Exalted Ruler of the
country's 800,000
members of the 1600
ledg•es of th•








minds But during a
recent bathing beauty contest they were not
satisfied with the jury's selection so chose
their own beauty They called her "Miss
Theophraste of 1946" Here several of the
open-minded boy* of the press look over
their selection, Mlle Yvette Girocloau.'"r
DINNER becomes a pea. ifiieir for the stars of
Alexandre Dumas' Production .The Wife of
Monte Cristo." as they celebrate completion arthe picture in Hollywood. Seated front left toright ere Chaeles ()Ingle, Lenore Aubert, fea-tured actress ot.the production,•John Lode, end.Eva Gabor. Star of the dinner, Welch's Grape.Juice, is a favorite of both actors and,actressesbecause they know it gives them much mar*'enerlyy for work and play Being one a/ the rich.eat natural sources of dextrose, Welch's Grip.
Juice keeps energy high during long Urine, hourson a movie set. "The Wife of Monte Cristo" isbeing' released through PRC
TRUMAN VISITS GETTYSBURG—
President Truman and Mrs, Try.
man wea• broad smiles as they sit
in thei• automobile upon arrival at
Gettysburg, Pa. for a visit to the




MARTIN HIGHWAY PHONE 311.
Sinee the rapid transportation of
the day has widened the scope of
the activity of the high class Mar-
ket, Counce's Grocery on the Mar-
tin Highway in South Fulton has
enjoyed a large trade; people
drive here to secure the Very fin-
est of food products of the day.
They have made an extensive
study of modern conditions in Ithe
provision trade and keep right.
abreast of the times. There is noth-
ing .new that passes over their
heads and the people of this aee-
tiOn are fortunate in having a mass *
of Mr. Counce's ability to serve
them. He makes a study ot the
fruit. vegetable - and grocery trade
of the country, and is in torch
with the leading sources of sop-
ply. Being large--buyers this firma
is given unusual coneessions both
as to price and the quality of the
products.
This store has the very finest of
modern equipment, the fixtures
and store furniture being ludo
that they are an aid in the ex-
peditious handling of all the slinelk
and making it a convenient plow
to buy. They have all the Me*
refrigerating devices and in ant
all that is new and modern ler-
the conduct of an ideal store. AN
the stock is kept in the best of
condition and when arriving at
your kitchen is ready for use.
If this review we are pleased to
refer Counce Grocery to all of our
readers and to compliment tise
management upon the conduct Of
an institution that is the most
modern and aids in the ea.se ot
housekeeping, as well as in the
lowering of the high cost of living
and the produeing of dinners that
are highly appetizing.
edent. It would be the entering
wedge for seizure of other perso-
nal porperty in the future, awing
real or imaginary eniergencins „to
an excuse. until all property rights
would be lost to the individual_
Then America, the eradle of Mierty
would have degenerated into a
totalitarian dictatorship. No real
American desises such an unhappy
fate to befall this nation, and
therefore, as previously. stated, erne
gave this proposal no considera-
tion whatsoever."
But the President didn't sap
that. He said: "We gave long and
serious consideration," and Noe
decided against" because "it waraild
be wholly impracticable."
This writer has been accused of
seeing a Communist under curacy
bed, of grossly exaggerating the it-
filtration ot communistic ideolo-
gies in high places at Washington.
But here we have the alarming
announcement from the very: high-
est place that "long and scrims
consideration" was given to seiz-
ing private property. Well, there
may not be a Communist mailer
quite every bed in the land. bed 1
ssggest that you take a peak en-
der yours before you climb into it
each night—just in case.
Subscribe to THE NEWEV!
CLASSIFIED AD$
VETERINARIAN— Dr. E. Et. Cher-
ry, veterinarian surgeon, Fidlem..
Phone 460 at the Owl Dreg Ca.
I am now selling my Salkolielizr
Calves out of my Good COM Mot
some on hand. Cecil ,..11,itniellik
Fulton, Ky. 21las
Plant White Corn for mete parMIL.
Piece order for Dilialb Hybehl mod
be sure you earl get it. Cede- Moe-
nette, Fulton, Ky. Hip
WANTED--Poplar timber. Henn
or small tracts. Excellent pawn.
A. A. Madden, Pa,ris, Tenn. 41IP
FOR SALE — Improve'. lImpe
Whippoorwill PPM for seed. Moo-
sonable. See Woodard Beam PM-
ton, Route I alp
HOUSE and LOT for trate =-
kale; also vacant lot for see. Sill.
College-st. Phone 1283-J. Zap
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BUSINESS REVIEW OF FULTON
PARISIAN laundry-Cleaners ARCADE BEAUTY SHOP434 LAKE PHONE 59
220 FOURTH ST. PHONE 14
To have your laundry and clean-
ing returned satisfactorily and at
the right price, send it to the Pal-
isian Laundry and Cleaners in Ful-
ton. This institution offers prompt
and pleasing service on all kinds
of laundry and cleaning. Give them
a trial.
This popular laundry and clean-
ing establishment is one of thc
most modern and up-to-date in the
Fulton trading area. Their work
is guaranteed to give satisfaction
and they are famous for the snowy
lufter of the linens they turn out.
They have installed a System of
machinery that will turn out a
great volume of laundry and clean-
ing work at a price that will drive
drudgery and worry out of the
home. You may have your laun-
dry taken care of on any type of
-service you desire, and One trial
will convince you.
The Parisian Laundry and Clean-
,t,rs will return your clothes to you
irnmaAilate and you are thus re-
lieved of wash day drudgery.
Their service is prompt and un-
excelled. You may select any style
of service to suit your budget. no
matter how large. or 1-nl.c small.
Sending your clothing and linens
to the Pprisian Laundry and Dry
Cleaners is the simpliest and eas-
iest way to dispose of your laun-
dry and cleaning problems.
That the Parisian Laundry and
Dry Cleaners are pleasing the peo-
ple is shown by the ever increasing
volume of their business. House-
wiwves are learning that it does
not pay to do their own laundry
when this service is so conven-
ient and dependable.
In order to give better service to
their many customer the Pariianhh
their .many customers the Parisian
Laundry and Dry Cleaners an-
nounce a new pick-up and delivery
service for residents of Hickman
and,Cayce.
In this edition we wish to con-
gratulate the people of this trading
area upon having such a reliable
and up-to-date business establish
ment a mong them. We wish to
compliment the management upon
their reliable and modern laundry
and dry cleaning service.
FULTON ELECTRIC &
FURNITURE COMPANY
319-323 WALNUT PHONE 100
Here is a firm that has made
merchandising history in the Ken-
"Tenn Territory. When they started
In business they assumed that the
function of a merchant was to
rac-rchandise, and they further as-
sumed that merchandising meant
to provide the people of this ter-
ritory with the articles that they
wanted to buy at prices they want-
ed to pay. They assumed, too, that
merchandising also meant seeing
-that the customer w-as satisfed with
-the articles he purchased.
That their assumptions were con
ri-ct is attested by the fact that
probably no other local firm has
had such a plienominal growth. In
their splendid store of today are
to be found electrical appliances,
mattresses, floor coverings, shelf
hardware, paints, and furniture
from the nation's leading manu-
facturers. Kelvinator refrigerators
and ranges, Sonora radios and ra-
dio-phonograph combinations, na-
tionally known stoves, ranges and
furniture to furnish the humblest
or moil palatial home can.be ob-
tained at this up-to-date store.
The Fulton Electric and Furni-
tere Company considers that no
sale is complete until the customer
has, after a period of usage of the
article, expressed himself as being
thoroughly satisfied with hiss pur-
chase. Back of every article sold
by this firm is the guarantee of the
_manufacturer, And better thassolObt
is the personal guarantee of the
firm itself.
During the time they have open
.r.ted a business in Fulton, the Ful-
ton Electric & Furniture Co.',"Thas
built for themselves a reputation
for fair and honest dealing- and
good treatment and courtle, to
, all. It a pleasure in this review
to recomi;:end this firm to our
reade.- 1 al I to suggest that when
in nee -I of dnything in the electric
or furnitur, line, the Fulton Elec-
tric and Furniture`Company should
be considered.
Ernest Lowe, manager of this
firm, has for niany 3-ears been ac-
tive in civic affairs, and anything
tiu.t promotes the growth alid bet-
terment of the Ken-Tenn Territory
always receives his support. The
community is fortunate in having
business men of his calibre for
are continually looking toward the
civic progress and economic wel-
fare of their community.
FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
LAKE ST. EXT. PHONE 1100
Ford's Liquor Store, located in a
new- building on Lake-st Extension
is well known- throughout this ter-
for the excellent brands that
it carries and the courteous and
efficieril manner in which they
serve the public.
They carry a complete stock of
whiskies, wines, rums, gins and
other liquors. and anyone purchas-
Mg there can be sure that he is
at all Hines getting the best that
the market affords.
Several moots age ,Nr. Ford mov-
ed his liquor storetrom the Usona
Hotel to his modern. new building
nearVitt.. viaduct. The—abeautiful
lights that border the top of the
building make it an outstanding
attraction. This concern has been
conducted in an orderly and bus-
inesslike manner and its owner is
*one of the leading businessmen
and public spirited citizens of this
j5mmunity.
Kennett-Murray &Latta
PHONE 8 FULTON, KY.
After a farmer spends many
.hours of hard labor in taking care
and raising his livestock for
. market, iu the best possible con-
dition, the question then arises,
*AWhere is the Best Market?"
'There are many places to sell
ethek, many individuals and firms
.that claim to be the' beM market
evailable, but this is not always
:the case. Every farmer and stock
/abler should investigate the ad-
vantages offered him by the stock
buyer. Is he sure he is getting the
_highest market price; is he sure
lhat he is receiving fair and honest
treatment? He should also take Into
c.atudderation the reliability of those
to whom he sells his stock to. Have
they acquired a reputation, for in-
tegrity and honest dealings?
Taking all these things into con-
Eideration. this firm is given an
honored place in this edition. They
know their business and all who
have business dealings with them
will receive courteous, fair and
lenest treatment.
They have been buying stock
ior years in this locality. We have
made inquiries among the farmers
of this section and we have heard
nothing but praise of the fair deal-
ings of this firm. The courtesy
that is always extended to their
patrons, information gladly given
by them as to the condition of the
market and the highest price that
the market will stand.
The small stock buyers, who
operate without office or connec-
tions, everyone knows, is not on
the "Inside" and therefore is not in
a position to give the farmer the
best of service. There are no larger
buyers of stock in this part of the
state than Kennett-Murray 8e Latta.
They handle the largest amount of
livestock shipped out of this sec-
tion. according to records of the
firm.
We are pleased to mention this
firm in this edtion. Proud to men-
tion that they know their business
and all who have business dealings
with them will receive courteous
fair and honest treatment.
becomingness of your wave.
The profession of the permanent
wave should be one of the utmost
importance and we cannot fail in
1 this comprehensive review of our
I Avic progress to devote some space
.0 a well merited tribute to the
z‘xcellent work done by this beauty
,hop.
They have made a study of
oeauty culture from a scientific
Aandpoint and have supplemented
;his with much actual work, which
makes this service both tried and
modern. Beauty culture has ad-
vanced very rapidly in the last few
years and they . have kept right
abreast of the times.
The Arcade Beauty Shoppe is
equipped e"ith mo st scientific
.!quipment and comfortable ap-
pointments. There is nothing that
is not conducive to the good of
,he service.
The permanent wave system they
practice gives hair a natural life
and luster. Your inspection is in-
vited.
Here licensed operators- will put
a wave in for you in the shortest
time possible consistent with the
high quality of the work which
they will do. All you have to do
is phone for an appointment at
this popular establishment, and
leave the rest to them. In a short
time they with their skill will
make you look and feel different
and when you return home all
your friends will compliment you
In making this review we are 
have consulted him are 
enthusias-
because of your good looks and the
glad to compliment the Arcade 
Nt-,i,chicfh"hathsisbeecrevrneer
n idnac r ee
asinPg the'
on the success they are making in
their chosen profession and to re-
fer this valuable service to the
people of the Ken-Tenn Territory.
G H. DALLAS PRODUCE
123 PLAIN ST.
2.re amo.ig the most favorably
known firms in this line this
city.
The G. H. Dallas Produce Co
has always assisted materially in
the growth and expansion of the
zity as a trade center and have
been partially responsible for the
renewed activity in poultry raising
in this section. Here the farmers
are assured of honest weight and
full prices for poultry' and eggs
and they therefore conduct a busi-
ness that is of high commercial
id:ejlue ,to the,public. Remember that
ife(the farineeseof this vicinity were
compelled to ship their produ4ie
gkigwhere they would fall far
of getting the: prrees paid bY the
Dallas Produce Co.
The raising of poultry is a prom-
inent feature in farming today and
is proving a paying side line in
all cases. It may be truthfully said
that advantages local market con-
ditions, added to the best prices
paid by this company, are respon-
sible, in a large measure, for the
renewed interest on the farms in
poultry raising.
Their dealings with the producer
are courteous and accommodating
with the one idea of giving all a
satisfactory service.
They will be pleased at any
time, to give you the latest mar-
ket quotations which you can be
sure will be correct.
We are pleased to give this up-
to-date produce house commendable
mention in this Business Review
for the benefit of producers in all
surrounding communities, which,
through their progress and reliable
policies, we believe they merit. We
can assure our readers that at the
G. H. Dallas Produce Co. they will,
in each and every case, get a square
deal.
All people who won't work Erre
not lazy—they just heard that ex-
ercise between meals isn't healthy.
The wiser a man grows the less
he talks and the more he says.
All married men should carry
insurance, but not enough to make
the wife rejoice.
A man with too many irons in




Real Estate and Public Auctioneer
City National Bank Bldg. Phone 61
A visit to the office of this 
prom-
ineen realty firm will convince you
thae you have placed your 
listings
in competent hands. They 
conduct
.1/1 office where they will aid 
you
.purchasing or renting that new
home. If it is a small farm 
property
or lot ycu can rest assured 
that they
enll have listed on their 
books a
property that will fulfill 
your
needs and desires.
For a safe, profitable 
investment
real estate has distinct. 
advantages.
small communities grow into 
small
tov:ns, towns to cities, and 
with
this expansion real estate 
increases
in value. A resident lot 
today, a
business site tomorrow; a 
farm
property today and a 
subdivision a
little later on. 
Consequently by
purchasing, real estate in sufh 
ideal
surroundings as this community
has to offer you may 
be certain
ihat youi investment will 
net you
a tidy profit in time to 
come.
However, select a real 
estate
Agency that has a proven 
record
ior satisfactory dealings 
such as
tilis firm's dealings will 
disclose.
Mr. Burrow, is a 
prominent busi-
ness man of the 
community, well
thought of. He is right here at 
home
and ready and willing at 
all times
to serve you.
Courtesy a n d 
accommodation
have been the bywords 
of his pro-
ess and the many 
clients who
bl olicy
patronage of this firm.
There can be no 
question but
,his is the day and age 
wleen the
investing in real estate is one 
of
the essential necessities 
of the life
•i.' every individual. 
This office
effers its patrons services 
not only





- -,ire' Mr. Burrow_ upon 
his s a
We are greatly 
pleased to com-
Here is an old and tried insti- 
i .ng in the Leb • iness 
and professional
tution of this section and il is en- 
ii.e of this section, and to 
refer this
joying a thriving business which 
of tice to oerOreaders 
as one wor-
covers a wide territory. 
thy of the fullest 
consideration.
__________
When you sell to this firm you ,
can always depend upon getting
THE KEG Liquor Store
442 LAKE ST. PHONE 237
The Keg Liquor Store on Lake-
st has established a reputation in
this coinmunity for at all times
handling high grade liquors. Their
stock consists of a wide assortment
of bottled goods and their prices
are at all times as low as market
conditions will permit.
They have made customer satis-
faction their aim and that this pol-
icy has paid dividends is indicated
LOIll-SE KILLEBREW
by large- growing list of customers.
1Honesty and fair dealing have
been the foundation stones upon
which this business has been built
and it is to the credit of the com-
munity that it has within its midst
a liquor store conducted along the
lines that the Keg Liquor Store is.
The owner has always taken an
aetive part in civic affairs and L.
ready at all times to devote time
and money to anything that is for
the betterment of the community.
Gift and Florist Shop
Com'l Ave. Phone 53
At this season of the year the
eift shop operated by Louise Kille-
..ireve takes on added importance
to the people of Fulton and sur-
rounding communities. Discrimi-
nating buyers have found that the
nroblem of what to give can be
•eadily solved by doing their shop-
ping at this modern, up-to-date,
well stocked gift shop.
No rnatter to whom you wish to
give you will be able to find at
this stmt., something that you not
only will be proud to give but that
will give pleasure to the recipient
and eonvey to them the regard
that you feel.
Lamps. vases, pictures and a
bust of other lovely items too
numerous to mention are to be
found at this shop. We could go
on for pages telling you of the
many things that Mrs. Killebrew
has stocked to make your gift
shopping a pleasure but to a really
comprehensive idea. a visit to the
ehop is suggested. Oui- readers vvill
find that whether they are buying
ur merely looking they will be
treated with the same degree of
courtesy that has made Mrs. Kille-
brew's shop one of the most pop-
ular stories in Fulton.
Flowers also make welcome gifts
and here too Mrs. Killebrew can
be of the utmost assistance as she
.:onducts of the most modern floral
saops in this section. A. corsage. a
bouquet, a basket of flowers or a
potted plant make ideal gifts and
the highest market prices for your Mre. Killebrew has the ability of
poultry. egg and hides, as they 
LUMBER COMPANY
arrangmg your floral token of es-
eirDOWELL ST. PHONE 33 ' teem in just the proper manner.
-----
The Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co. of
Fulton has become an important
::-..ctor in the development of 
the
Ken-Tenn Territory. The guiding
influence of this company has al-
ways been a determination to furn-
ish the highest grade of. building
materials at a reasonable price, so
that the extension and beautifiia-
tion of the community can progress
rapidly.
By purchasing to an advantage
witesi ate market is right and em-
ploying -experienced help, they are
able to offer at reasonable prices
gooirt•-eamie ancou rage
11111riOn ofnome enterprise.
Let them serve you with your
next order of building material
and you will get the good, perma-
nent sort that builds tieramenency,
:ether than increased costs that oc-
cur when the buildings have to be
gone over when the structure set-
tles.
There is no one establishment in
this community that has greater
influence for the betterment of the
building industry. Contractors and
the public in general have come to
know that whatever they desire in
the builders supply line can be se-
cured from this firm, with a know-
ledge that it will be of the best
grade, consistent with price.
Due to existing conditions it is
sometimes impossible to furnish
certain materials, but the Pierce-
Cequin Lumber Company makes
every effort to furttish each custo-
mef something that will answer
the purpose if the material desired
is not available.
The management extends to the
people of this community a cordial
invitation to call at their yardd
and any information will be gladly
given, no matter whether you wish
to buy at this time or not.
We are pleased in this Edition
to give commendable mention to
Pience-Cequin Lumber Company,
and assure the public that they will
receive the best of service and
any information that is desired will
be given in a most courteous man-
ner. It is to your advantage to
transact business with them in the
builders supply line.
In this review of our community
progress we are glad to devote
conspicuous space for a well merit-
ed tribute to Louise Killebrew's
Floral and Gift Shop on Commer-
,ial-av, and .to suggest to our read-
ers that a visit to her establish-
ment will solve many a trying
problem of what to give.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 MAIN ST. PHONE 201
Long one of the leading electri-
cal appliance dealers in this section
the Bennett Electric has an increas-
ing list of patrons. This firm has
provided a line of appliances for
the faun, factory and household
that is second to none in this part
of the country. They handle elec-
tric washers, ironers. ranges, re-
frigerators and freezers.
Bennett Electric has gone into
the furniture business in a big
way and are prepared to furnish
a room or a home--in the latest
styles at most reasonable prices.
Such well known names as Zen-
ith, Hotpoint. Ma'ytag, Philco, FtCA
and Bendix are amdng the nation-
ally advertised brands to be found
at Bennett Electric.
In addition to the larger appli-
.ances there is to be found at the
Bennett Electric lamps. irons. toas
ters, radios and a hest of others
that space does nct permit us to
inention.
One things that should not be
forgotten by the readers of this
article is that back of every article
sold and back of every installation
stands this firm's reputation for
honesty. and fair dealing. The. peo-
ple v.-ho work for Bennett Electric
tong ago fuund out that if thse
work eassed Paul Bennett's in-
spection the customer would be
satisfied and they strive toward
that end. In every businees custo-
:;ttisfactioa is necessary for ex-
pansion and progress and in the
?Ie.-erica! tusiness this IS of first
importance because sthe average
awn of electririty or electrical ap-
plience knows little about either
but mast rely- elmost completely
upon his dealer. Their rapidly ex-
panding business is good evidence
that Bennett Electric has given
custumci. satisfaition.
It is with pleasure that vre can
in this review point to Paul Ben-
nett on,. of our leading business
nn2n and progressive citizens, and
we are glad to recommend Bennett
Elect-tic to cur readers.
The Steak House
CM LAKE STREET PHONE VM
CENTER OF BLOCK
When meal time catches you
in Fulton or downtown, stop at
the Steak House. and enjoy a well-
cooked meal at a most reasonable
price.
THE STEAK HOUSE is known
for good meals. and lunches. A
reputation sustained by the com-
munity as well as motorists and
the traveling public.
Here the management selects the
food, scours the markets and ac-
cepts only choice and fancy foods.
This. together with cdtefs of rare
ability, insures the public of the
most savory meals.
In the kitchen you will find the
most modern equipment and uten-
sils that are kept scrupulously
clean. There is never a question
of sanitary laws in this establish-
ments.
The courtesy and attention of
the attendants is a feature that re-
ceives more than passing notice
from the patrons.
It is not necessary to order a
whole meal, the patrons are as-
sured of the same attention for
just a snack as for a well appoint-
ed dinner at this cafe.
While seated at one of their
tables you are delighted by the
home-like atmosphere which pre-
vails. Not only are the foods cook-
ed as mother used to cook them
but you wiwIl find the best foods
in season from which to make
your selection. If you wish furth-
er seasoning of the foods or sotne
preferred condiment, you have only
to ask for it.
It has been truly said that the
way to a man's heart is through
hie stomach. Likewise, the Steak
House is daily building its busi-
ness with the tasty delicious meals
they serve.
Therefore, v,e deem it most fit-
ting and proper that we, in this
Business Review, direct the special
attention of the readers to the
Steak House. Upon your next visit
to Fulton, drop in for a meal.
The Steak House, located in the
heart of Lake-st, is under the di-




No review of the business in-
terests Of Fulton would be com-
plete wtthout prominent mention of
the Brown Derby Cafe, popular
chiveout place located in High-
lands. Their place of business is
tastefully decorated, comfortably
apitointed and the service is of the
best.
Food at the Brown Derby is the
best that can be procured \lind is
cooked to perfection. The ovirter
personally does the marketing and
wholesalers have come to know
that nothing less than the best will
satisfy him.
The proprietor of the Brown
Derby long ago learned that a
satisfied customer was a steady
customer and has made customer
satisfaction his motto.
We are glad to tell our readers
that the Brown Derby is it good,
wholesome place to dine out andenjoy yourself.
